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Snuff
What Charlie Saw
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Deerhoof
Anti-Flag
Chris Cleave

Old Scottish Joke:

What do you call 27 Beers on Draught
and 75 Varieties of Single Malt Scotch?

A good start.
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Snuffocation
by Matt Stroud
“Why is snuff, as a concept, so widely discussed – so inherently interesting, so often the topic
of films, articles and discussions? More importantly, since it seems so obvious that someone,
somewhere, at some point would’ve arranged and filmed a murder, why have none been found?
How can we possibly accept that none have been made? Are we missing something?”

37

What Charlie Saw
by Jesse Hicks
“In 1966, Charles Joseph Whitman launched a rain of bullets from Austin’s Texas Tower and held a city
in terror. Four decades later, we all live in Whitman’s World, and the bullets haven’t stopped.”
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42

Abu Garb
That orange jumpsuit? So last season.

Et in Arcadia Ego
Photographs of the war-torn by Simon Norfolk.
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Music
Interviews:
Deerhoof, Anti-Flag, Sir Millard Mulch
Reviews:
Atmosphere, Chromelodeon, The Constantines, The Fall of Troy, Horse
the Band, Jaks, Inquisition, Spitfire, KG Fields, Arminarminarm, Ryan
Lee Crosby, The Instances, Local Honey, Styuvesant, Lamb of God,
Carol Blaze, Sworn Enemy, Children of Bodom, Last Night on Earth,
A.R.E. Weapons, Marvin Dioxide, Bif Naked, Aydin

Movies
60

Reviews: Vengeance Trilogy, Grizzly Man,
The Staircase, Dear Wendy

Print
64
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Random Cultural What-Have-Yous:
The Golden Testicle Award

Interview:
Chris Cleave, author of Incendiary
Reviews:
Machete Season by Jean Hatzfeld,
The Assassins’ Gate: America in Iraq
by George Packer, Project X: A Novel
by Jim Shepard, The Adversary by
Emmanuel Carrere
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Punk / Counterpunk:
Should the Beatings Continue?
Bad Ideas:
The Sexual Sadists of Calaveras County

Smoke and Booze
for the Common Man
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Conspiracy Theory:
Waco – Massacre
or Mistake?
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Champions
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68
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Letter From
the Editor

Letters To
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Underappreciated Scholar
The Scrolling Belt Buckle

Contributors:
People killed, maimed,
disfigured or otherwise
involved in the process of
creating this Incident

TheBrutality
Letter from theIncident
Editor
When Nova and I ﬁrst started Deek, the focal point of our distribution

Avenue in Oakland.
strategy was abuse. We would stand like streetside preachers on Forbes
s. We would accost
headline
fake
We would yell vaguely offensive phrases. We would shout
e to whoever
magazin
the
handing
while
all
it
did
we
people with nonsensical slogans. And
e.
syndrom
s
Tourette’
Or
it.
call
could
you
guess
I
g,
marketin
would accept it. Guerilla
ict Deek on the
This approach worked, sort of. It afforded us the opportunity to infl
in Pittsburgh, for
general public. But it also presented predictable frustrations: It snows
s!) cruelty.
(hilariou
ked
unprovo
to
y
positivel
example. And some people don’t respond
January
cold
a
was
It
bad.
got
things
when
instance
r
particula
I remember one
Nova had been
afternoon. We were circulating our fourth issue, the War Incident.
consciousness like
your
through
yelling something absurd – “Satan’s worms are eating
(we’ll call him
dude
some
when
–
e!”
Magazin
the termites of Hell! Read it here in Deek
can.
garbage
a
into
it
threw
tely
immedia
and
her
from
e
“Schtoze”) took a magazin
when that happened
This did not make Nova happy. And she’s not a large woman. But
to whatever big tent
– when that guy literally trashed Deek – the cord that connected her
the magazines
all
dropped
She
.
snapped
it
well,
proselytizer she had been satirizing…
threw him
and
collar
shirt
his
by
him
grabbed
She
Schtoze.
after
in her hands and ran
face.
his
in
pointed
chest,
his
straddled
him,
at
shouted
She
ground.
to the
rage was: Every day
I don’t remember what she said exactly. But the gist of her spitting

you are exposed to so many uncreative, visually boring, intellectuallytime
worthless, money-grubbing media outlets trying to manipulate your– into
and your thoughts and your cash. You are coerced – by the second g. Or
purchasing, for example, that $40 Abercrombie t-shirt you’re wearin
your
that gel you’re using to spike your ridiculous hair. Or the rings on can’t
you
ed,
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when
But
gladly.
it
accept
you
And
fucking fingers.
give
even give a free, independent publication a chance? You can’t even
sal?
dismis
d
-minde
closed
a
us a minute of your time before you offer
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character – not only
She was upset. This was an overreaction. And it was totally out of
tossing Deeks into
been
had
people
because
also
but
reserved,
fairly
because Nova’s generally
result of working
unhinged
the
garbage cans all day. But her frustration was understandable. It was
ed no
guarante
that
project
a
on
time
a full time job, taking classes, and spending all her free
Jesse,
after
And
time.
the
at
felt
all
we
what
of
tation
tangible compensation. It was a represen
Tiffany, Wu
Mo,
Lenny,
Doug,
Melissa,
Sancho,
mom,
Ben’s
Tasha,
Ben,
Nate, Houston, Mandy,
Schtoze stood and apologized,
and I dragged her off Schtoze, I think we all felt vindicated. When
but exhilarating.
minute,
g
somethin
–
we understood that we had achieved a small victory
Yet, somehow, it
clarify.
couldn’t
we
feeling
a
was
It
It was an emotion we hadn’t felt before.
else seemed to.
one
no
when
times
those
during
even
work,
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in
pride
allowed us to take
: red Pencil, HoW-to, SelF-deStruct,
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Now. Nova’s matured since then. We all have – everyone who works

of similar pent-up
closely with Deek. And while The Brutality Incident is the print result
it’s also positive.
person),
r
particula
any
than
culture
our
of
parts
toward
(more
n
frustratio
a release
of
rewards
the
offers
It
It has the controlled focus of twenty issues’ practice.
completely
can’t
it
knows
that
group
a
of
on
foundati
we’ve finally experienced. It has the
nding.
understa
of
modicum
some
with
t
commen
certainly
can
it
rearrange society, but
read about Snuff films and
So, before you check out what we’ve prepared for you – before you
and Anti-Flag and Deerhoof – allow
Charlie Whitman; before you scope our interviews with Chris Cleeve
ever even remotely involved
everyone
thank
to
me
Allow
me to kiss Deek’s ass. Just for a moment.
years. Allow me to thank the
two
over
grow
us
helped
have
who
those
thank
to
with Deek. Allow me
bottle of vodka in the air as
people reading Deek for the first time. Allow me to raise this huge plastic
its anticipated lifespan.
beyond
far
live
Deek
a toast to you – the weird bastards who have helped
taken
It’s
month.
this
created
we’ve
what
Et cetera. We hope you enjoy
any of our
a while to put together, and it’s gone through incarnations beyond
chance…
a
it
give
you’ll
hope
we
And
now.
here
it’s
But
ions.
expectat
At least until we finish this bottle.
With love and squalor,
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back issues • posters & prints • tshirts • extra-special web-only content

DeekMagazine.com

CALL TO ARMS -- if you’re interested in participating in the Deek Experience and have
skills in art, writing, ﬁsticuffery, joing us by sending an email to art@deekmagazine.com,
words@deekmagazine.com, and info@deekmagazine.com, respectively.
The “g” in “joing” is optional.

PoPular underculture
Chief: Matt Stroud | Nonsense Management: Nate Bog(os/uszewski)
Visuals: Houston McIntyre | Master: Jesse Hicks
Minister of Propaganda: Ben Edwards | Willy Loman: Mo Mozuch
Fashionista: Tiffany Boden | Gallery Attendant: Wenying Wu
Bid’ness: Tashia Govan | Interns: Emily Newman, Nicole Sebula
Contributing Writers: Zach Braden, Katie Pegher, Lenny Flatley
Models: Alan Lai, Pam Elaine, Jessica “Davka” Trimbaud
Apologies To: Katherine

Can’t you just he
ar her
sizzling? A Germ
an-style
Francine Bratwur
st... created
from a century-o
ld recipe –
Bavarian-style wi
th beer and
zip. She comes wi
th two
specialty mustard
s!
Photo: Dean’s Dancing

SUBMISSIONS
Deek Magazine gleefully accepts submission, but prefers to work with writers and
visual artists on Incident-specific assignments. So! If you want to write or illustrate or
design or photograph or... whatever, send an e-mail to words@deekmagazine.com
(for writing) or art@deekmagazine.com (for other artistic pursuits). The
aforementioned e-mail should contain your social security number, your political
affiliation, whether or not you’re susceptible to disease, a photograph of yourself
wearing something weird, and information regarding what, precisely, you want to do.
If you just want to submit something, send it to words@deekmagazine.com and
realize that submission does not ensure publication and that anything you send
might end up on our letters page.

Digits

Something of a social butterfly, Stroke is a
man ahead of his time who survives on the
largesse and patronage of the rich and
powerful. “I know a lot of very important
people and am often received in some of the
most famous homes in the country,” said
Stroke, “Sir Winston Churchill and many
leading politicians have been among my
patients.” As a portrait artist, he had members
of the Royal Family and politicians sit for
him. “Prince Philip, The Duke and Duchess of
Kent, and Lord Snowdon have been among

Also:
1. No poetry. 2. I’m serious. 3. We can not pay you. 4. We do not accept paper submissions for
writing (unless you’re sending something very silly or bad). But if you want to send your manuscript
or your band’s CD or your book or movie or comic book or lots of money, send it to:

my sitters.”

Submit To Deek
P.O. Box 7502
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

SUBSCRIPTIONS
US: $30/year, $50/2 years
Foreign: $50/year, $85/2 years

Dr. Tim LaHaye is a
noted author, minister,
counselor, and nation
recognized speaker on
ally
Bible prophecy. Co-au
thor of the Left Behind
series, it was LaHaye
’s idea to fictionalize
an account of the Ra
and the Tribulation. LaH
pture
aye is the founder and
president of Tim
LaHaye Ministries and
the founder of the Pre
Trib Research Center.
Currently, LaHaye spe
aks at many of the ma
jor Bible prophecy
conferences in the Un
ited States and Canad
a. He has absolutely
nothing to do with thi
s issue of Deek Magaz
ine.

Send orders to:
Deek Subscriptions
P.O. Box 7502
Pittsburgh , PA 15213
or e-mail subscribe@deekmagazine.com
or visit www.deekmagazine.com

ADVERTISING
Deek Magazine and DeekMagazine.com are open to advertising but not advertorial.
Deek tries its best to support independent and/or local businesses. If you have one, contact us at
advertising@deekmagazine.com or visit www.deekmagazine.com.

LEGAL INFO
Deek Magazine is published 10 times per year. Reproduction of Deek Magazine in any manner, in
whole or in part, in print or online (black, white or fully-colored), in this life or the next, is
prohibited without express, written consent from the publisher, Nova Keenan, who can be reached
at info@deekmagazine.com. Deek Magazine reserves the right to edit all materials for clarity and
space, and assumes no responsibility for anything. Some of Deek’s content is constructed as fiction.
Alf Landon is my copilot. I always thought that Barry Bonds just ate a lot of fiber and possibly some
Scott’s Turf Builder. Suffering through a late-night peach binge (the kind that killed the king), I sit
and wait for the fish sticks across the street to approach and give me more of a challenge. You can do
just about anything with two substances: blood and pudding. Mwah. haha. I already had lobster
today. I need this. Shit. My right eye is twiching and I can see my left eyebrow. It’s good to be done.

Margo is white, tall, beautiful and

“The Buck Monster!” is a freq
uent
contributor and, more imp
ortantly,
one of Deek’s only staff mem
bers
willing to share intimate deta
ils of his
life. He is an illiterate circus
freak and
a freelance alligator wrestle
r with a
drinking problem. He will
not eat
anything that has been on
the ground
more than three days.
Photo: Bryan Senti

amazing with pecans.
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Intro

TheGoldenTesticle
Award
randoM cultural WHat-HaVe-YouS:

1) PEZ MP3

“My name is Pa
t Misterovich. I
am a stay-athome dad with
a one-person co
mpany. Last sum
had this though
mer I
t, “Wouldn’t it be
cool if there wa
MP3 player that
s an
looked like a PE
Z dispenser?” Yo
see, I had been
u
reading this artic
le about a guy wh
had turned an Al
o
toids tin into iP
od speakers. Out
curiousity I thou
of
ght I would ask
PEZ if they migh
willing to license
t be
their brand for
su
ch a thing. To my
astonishment th
ey didn’t think
I was crazy.”
http://www.pe
zmp3.com

For nearly a decade, ou
r good friends at Capit
al of Nasty
(www.con.ca – [insert
retarded Canada joke
here]) have been
consistently surﬁng the
World Wide Web for the
strangest material
they can ﬁnd. And the
y’ve found some prett
y interesting stuff. But
every month or so, the
y’ll run into sites (and
news stories) that are
just a little stranger, an
d a little more outland
ish than anything else
they discover.
These sites deserve
attention.
They deserve recogn
ition.
They deserve awards
!
And thus, The Golden
Testicle Award was cre
ated. So, in honor of
Capital of Nasty, and
all the wonderful infor
mation flowing through
the internet, we bring
you The Best of the Go
lden Testicle. Enjoy
Got something you wa
nna add to the Golden
Testicle? E-mail
your suggestions to wo
rds@deekmagazine.co
m.
Tha
nks to Leandro
at Capital of Nasty. Ch
eck out www.con.ca for
more.

2) TONYA HARDING FANTASY (THERE ARE
1512
FANTASY STORIES AND MESSAGES, AND
THEY’RE ALL
ABOUT TONYA HARDING)
“We jumped in, Tonya driving and together we tore
through
town, passed Carl’s Gas Station, then down a long
country road with
tons of money, Tonya’s tits bouncing‚ and the sound
of a siren
wailing somewhere in the distance. We took a corner
hard and a
hubcap spun loose, disappeared off into a ditch on
my right. I’d had
a lot of breaks in my life, none good. And now I had
resorted to
bank robbery. What a life. Maybe not perfect but
then again‚ Tonya
had joined me, good or bad. Perhaps my luck would
change.”
http://www.tonyaharding.com

6) LIST OF
FILMS ORD
ERED BY U
Winners incl
SES OF TH
ude The Big
E WORD “F
Lebowski, Ca
Runteldat, Bo
UCK”
sino, Martin
rn on the Four
Lawrence Live
th of July, an
whopping 5.
:
d The Devil’s
14 “fucks” pe
Rejects, which
r minute.
averaged a
http://en.wik
ipedia.org
7) ATHEIST

S OF SILIC
ON VALLEY
“How are peop
le supposed to
best kinds of
know that Ath
American citiz
eists in fact do
ens every day
grow up to be
Valley is reclai
– if we aren’t
the
ming the A-w
visible? Athei
ord in our co
sts of Silicon
come out of th
mmunity by
e closet and be
encouraging
open with fri
local Atheists
We’re standing
ends, co-worke
to
up and speaki
rs, neighbors
ng
out. 14% of A
identify them
and family.
mericans and
selves as som
19% of Califo
e kind of nonsizable and gr
rnians
believer. We
owing. Accor
may be a min
ding to the A
ority, but we’
Americans w
merican Relig
re
ho answered
ious Identifica
“none” when
tion Survey,
million in 20
asked to iden
01, more than
tif
y
their religion
double the 14
numbered 29
http://www
.3 million in
.4
.godlessgeek
1990.”
s.com/
3) PEDOPHILIA AND STAR TREK
8) BANANA
GUARD
“In fact, Star Trek paraphernalia has so routinely
been found at
“Are you fed
the homes of the pedophiles they’ve arrested that
up with brin
it has become a
ging bananas
bruised and
to work or sc
squashed? O
gruesome joke in the squad room … This does not
hool only to
ur unique, pa
mean that
storage of in
find them
tented device
dividual bana
watching Star Trek makes you a pedophile. It does
al
lo
w
s for the safe
na
mean that if
s letting you
transport and
http://www.b
en
jo
y
pe
you’re a pedophile, odds are you’ve watched a lot
rfe
ct bananas an
ananaguard.c
of Star Trek.
ytime, anywhe
om/
re!”
http://www.hufﬁngtonpost.com
9) THE DEV
IANT DESIR
ES MANIFES
“We believe th
TO
4) UNIC EF BOM BS THE SMUR FS IN FUND
at no matter
-RAIS ING
how bizarre
dramas and co
the details, se
nflicts that ar
CAMPAIGN FOR EX-C HILD SOLD IERS
xual fantasie
e universal. Pa
discover thei
s contain
rt of the fun
r idiosyncratic
“The people of Belgium have been left reeling by
in meeting ne
ways of mixin
the first
culture, literat
w deviants is
g
an
d
matching sym
ure or mytho
to
adult-only episode of the Smurfs, in which the blue-sk
logy, with elem
bols from po
inned cartoon environm
pular
ents of their
ent to make
characters’ village is annihilated by warplanes.”
ow
a
n
na
ch
rr
at
ild
ive that cond
hood and
ecstatic sexual
enses intense
pleasure.”
http://news.telegraph.co.uk
personal mea
ning with
http://www
.deviantdesi
res.com
5) CUDDLE PARTY
10) WHAT
IS VICTORIA
“In a society that is increasingly touch-phobic, many
S SECRET?
of us aren’t
getting our Recommended Daily Allowance of welcom
ed touch. For
many people, the only options for getting their touch
needs met
consist of paying for a massage, having a drunken
hookup or getting
a pat-down from airport security. Cuddle Parties seek
to change that
in a way that’s conscious, healthy and nutritious.”
http://www.cuddleparty.com
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victoriassecret.c
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Punk / Counterpunk:

Should
the Beatings
continue?
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Officer Daniel Wright approached a young
Asian man who’d stolen a vice. The man –
later identified as Charles Ng – took flight,
disappearing on foot into traffic. His
bearded companion, who seemed older
than his identification indicated, apologized
and tried to pay for the vice. Suspicious,
Officer Wright conducted a search of their
car, a 1980 Honda Prelude. In the trunk he
discovered a .22 caliber handgun outfitted
with an illegal silencer. He brought the
man in for questioning.

The sexual sadist is
hopelessly miswired; he
has become conditioned
to demand whatever the
pleasure of brutality.

20
16 | Deek
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a
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g
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o
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workers of Ng’s, and two
?”
were Lake’s voluminous
e
ssion
enc
confe
Among the evid
with
these, and from interviews
“No, just a note to my wife.”
personal journals. From
e’s
Lak
and
the
erst
ed,
remov
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begin to
With his handcuffs
people close to him, we
lly
“The perfect woman is tota
ny.
man scribbled a short note and placed
ogy
mis
ing
elm
rwh
ove
ha
wit
blem
ere is no sexual pro
it in his shirt pocket. He then identified
controlled,” he wrote. “Th
nt.”
tme
ten
e
con
pleasure and
himself as Leonard Lake, a fugitiv
submissive woman. Only
phy gave Lake an excuse
loso
phi
wanted by the FBI. Then his eyes
es”
tim
d
“en
While his
a
he
ed,
watch
most basic level he was
cers
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the
As
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rolled back.
for his sadistic brutality,
ist.”
sad
ual
chologists call a “sex
began to convulse. Lake had swallowed
textbook case of what psy
eat
sexual sadist begins to retr
the
,
the two cyanide capsules hidden under
age
ly
At an ear
re
the
ugh
tho
,
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exa
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y,
say wh
his lapel; he never
from reality. It is hard to
abuse.
ual
sex
a
and
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l
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the
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h
dying
ss,
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consciousne
is typica lly a history of
of
inals also have a history
few days later. “I love you,” the note in
A percentage of these crim
I
his pocket read. “Please forgive me.
forgive you. Please tell Mama, Fern, and
Patty I’m sorry.”
et” Balasz,
The bizarre suicide led police to Claralyn “Crick
while
met
had
two
the
–
e
a teacher’s aide and Lake’s ex-wif
took
She
isco.
Franc
San
near
faire
working at a renaissance
with Charles
rented
had
Lake
cabin
e
remot
the
to
authorities
ed in an imminent
Ng. The two self-styled “survivalists” believ

head trauma. The sadist’s sexual impulse
becomes intertwined with an intense desire to
inflict pain; as this desire grows, so does the
need to express it through elaborate and
grotesque fantasies.
At first, the sexual sadist will pursue his
fantasies with a willing person: a prostitute,
perhaps, or in the case of Lenny Lake, his
wife, who during their marriage participated
in the S&M-themed movies he wrote and
directed. But when the fantasy inevitably
wears thin, the irrepressible sadistic impulse
finds other outlets As Mary Ellen O’Toole, a
profiler for the National Center for Analysis
of Violent Crime in Quantico, Virginia,
describes in Jim Fielder’s Slow Death: “And
once the predators start forcing themselves
on unwilling women, they continue to repeat
the same brutalizing rituals over and over
until they are caught.”
The sexual sadist is hopelessly miswired;
he has become conditioned to demand
whatever the pleasure of brutality, and Lake’s
survivalist philosophy merely enabled him to
justify his sexual sadism. Healthy human
minds need self-respect as much as healthy
human bodies need food and water; if he
couldn’t find self respect in the real world,
Lake would find it in his fantasy world. As he
put it, he would live life “with death in my
pocket and fantasy my goal.”
“The picture that finally emerged,” wrote
Colin Wilson in The History of Murder, “was of
a man who spent most of his time living in a

world of fantasy, who indulged in
grandiose daydreams of success without
any realistic attempt to put them into
practice.” Lake lived a fantasy in which he
and Ng would be the only survivors of the
coming nuclear holocaust. What sort of
state was he in if he could find “nuclear
winter” preferable to his life?
Joel Norris, in Serial Killers, writes
that “[in] his final journal he described the
unraveling of his life after he moved to Blue
Mountain Road [the site of the compound
].
His dreams of success had eluded him, he
admitted to himself that his boasts of
heroic deeds in Vietnam were all delusions,
and the increasing number of victims he
was burying in the trench behind his
bunker only added to his unhappiness.
Lake had reached the final stage of the
serial murder syndrome: he realized that he
had come to a dead end with nothing but
his own misery to show for it.”
Lake’s partner, Charles Ng, fled to
Calgary, where he was arrested in
another shoplifting incident. After more
than four years in Canadian custody he
was finally extradited.
Ng was something of an expert at
delaying his trial, and it wasn’t until June
of 1999 – fifteen years after his crimes –
that he was found guilty of eleven
murders and sentenced to death. He is
currently on death row in California.

Further Reading
Colin Wilson’s History of Mur
der was my first
encounter with the case of Leo
nard Lake.
Wilson’s book is both ency
clopedic in length
and epic in scope. CourtTV
’s Crime Library
website is always an valuable
source of
information. Check out “Ch
arles Ng: Cheating
Death,” a thorough outline
of the police
investigation and court case
at CrimeLibrary.
com. I found a few of the deta
ils and quotes
above from Evil Serial Kille
rs: In The Minds of
Monsters by Charlotte Greig.
Also invaluable to
this article was Serial Killers
by Joel Norris, a
book that looks into the psyc
hological and
psychobiological make up of
the serial killer.
Norris dedicates a fascinating
chapter to the
Lake case. Jim Fielder’s Slow
Death, about the
sexual serial killer David Park
er Ray, contains
quite a bit of information abo
ut the sexual
sadist. Finally, Eye of Evil, by
Joseph Harrington
and Robert Burger, takes the
inevitably lurid
true-crime approach to the
Lake-Ng case from
the viewpoint of fictional repo
rter Tomasina
Boyd Clancy. (Yes, really.)
-Joseph “Lenny” Flatley would
never hurt a ﬂy.
Really. E-mail him at: mediafa
ction@yahoo.co.uk

THe

HKAN
PiTTSBurgH’S PreMier HookaH Bar & LouNge

Monday - Blue Monday
s
$2.50 Blue Moon 10-12pm
Tuesday - Trainwreck
Tuesdays (electronic)
$1 yuengling 10-12pm

Wednesday - Colter Ha
rper Trio (Jazz)
$2.50 sierra nevada 10-12
pm
Thursday - College Nigh
ts
$2 Coors Light 10-12pm
Friday - Ladies Nights
$2 Coors Lights & $3 Well dr
ink

s 10-12pm

uP iN SMoke ParTy
aPriL 22

HookaH SPeCiaLS
Door PrizeS

DriNk SPeCiaLS
LaDieS iN free TiLL 10PM

HaPPy Hour 6 To 8 PM - $1 off DrafTS

saTurday - Hip Hop & Ho
okahs
hourly specials
sunday - Hangover Su
nday
$5 Pita Pizzas
$2 yuenglings

Wouldn’t it be fun to be the guy with your ﬁnger on the button? – to have
the power to be more brutal and violent than any man with a pen or sword?
I sure think so. But if I had that opportunity, I would make sure of a few
things ﬁrst. -Ralph “Bucky” Gainsborough
1.) I would have a castle on a
private, unidentified fjord. I would
also have a moat with electric eels.
And vicious man-eating plants.

2.) I would have a room with all 3.) I would constantly smoke great
kinds of instruments that allowed cigars and drink top shelf booze
100% of the time that I was awa
me to screw with people’s bank
ke.
kids’
their
with
accounts, fuck
grades, and manipulate their actions in all sorts of
uncomfortable situations. I’d have video cameras filming
people around the clock. And I’d call it “Buckyvision”
(although I would have to call it that to myself because
if I were so powerful and mysterious, I probably
).
wouldn’t have many friends

In Russian, “Pravda” translates into “truth.” I feel this choice is appropriate
since the Machiavellian logic behind my new fantasy role – Emperor/Spy/
God – says that truth is the last thing you want anyone to know. Truth is
something for common people, not great and powerful people like you and
your old pal Bucky. You know that you would lie to everyone if you had
that kind of clout.
Besides all the truth nonsense, Pravda has several practical purposes as
well. First off, it gets you totally mothered. Secondly, you can use the
hookah-esque receptacle as either a chemical beaker or a poor-man’s spear
if you are ever attacked or discovered. Regardless of its uses in our world
domination game, the “truth” is that you feel like an African/South
American/Antediluvian dictator after the first shot.

Punch Grand Cru - Prince Consort Maduro
(8.5in, 52ring) – $8
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to help you smoke cigars. And a bib).
would actually use the
Anywho. If I had this cigar and was in position to rule the world, I
would symbolize their pain
embers
The
lives.
people’s
ruin
would
that
burning tube to press buttons
ce.
and destitution that would be a product of my power and dominan
block out my entire face
Furthermore, if anyone tried to take a picture of me, I could actually
either second rate world
for
cigar
ideal
the
is
this
with this cigar (Try it, it’s fun!). Without a doubt,
pepper and cinnamon.
like
smelling
while
the
all
line,
in
kids
damned
domination or keeping those
The choice is now entirely up to you.

you can’t bargain with a messiah.
One lesson we all learn with age is this:
snipers, and tear gas canisters you
No matter how many government tanks,
to get past the whole, “Hey, jokers,
may have on your side, it’s really difﬁcult
ylon is getting me out of this
I’m the Son of God, and no Whore of Bab
-Jesse Hicks
compound until I’m good and ready.”
SUCH IS THE POSITION FBI negotiators
found themselves in during the early months of
1993. On February 28, the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, and Firearms (dudes throw a wicked
kegger) attempted to execute search and arrest
warrants on the Branch Davidian ranch, just
outside Waco, Texas, home to a splinter group
of Seventh Day Adventists. Led by wouldbe messiah David Koresh (less glamorously
known as Vernon Howell), whose literal
interpretation of the Book of Revelation makes
Pat Roberston’s appear downright sunny, the
Davidians had stockpiled massive amounts of
guns & ammo in preparation for Armageddon.
When law enforcement attempted to raid the
compound, someone – neither side agrees
who – started firing. A gunfight ensued, killing
four ATF agents and wounding 16 more.
What had begun as a relatively routine
search-and-seizure operation became a 51 day
standoff, with the FBI’s Hostage Response Team
cutting water and power to the compound. At
first, Koresh seemed willing to bargain, allowing
several children to leave the compound in
exchange for milk and other supplies. As the siege
wore on, however, his rhetoric grew more and
more apocalyptic. The FBI began psychological
warfare, bombarding the Davidians with loud
music throughout the night; the group responded
with their own music and a large sign reading,
“Rodney King, we know how you feel!”
By April 19, the FBI had suffered enough
of Koresh’s stalling. With the authorization of
Attorney General Janet Reno (who, mistakenly
it seems, believed the Davidians were abusing
the children inside), the Bureau began to fill the
compound with tear gas. For four hours they
pumped in gas, eventually realizing that strong
winds were blowing it back outside. (Because of
budget cuts, the FBI has to make do with basic
cable – no Weather Channel!) No one moved.
Around noon that day, three fires started in
separate areas of the compound. The surviving

Davidians claim pyrotechnic tear gas
rounds ignited hay inside the building;
the FBI countered that bugging devices
picked up voices saying, “spread the fuel,”
and, “don’t light it yet.” Koresh’s sermons
often contained references to biblical fire.
Whatever the cause, the fire spread
quickly, reaching temperatures of over
3,000 degrees. As government agents
watched, flames engulfed the compound,
along with 79 Branch Davidians, 17
of them children. By the time the fire
cooled enough for EMS workers to
approach, they could help no one.
At some point, every conspiracy
theory hinges on the question of malice
versus incompetence. To most observers, the
Waco tragedy looks like a colossal failure by
FBI negotiators, who, while trying to coax
the Davidians out of their compound, flipped
the bird to those inside. Knowing nothing
about the Davidian religion and remembering
nothing of Jonestown, the FBI went in
blind and dumb, and tragedy resulted.
Others, though, see more sinister motives.
What about the FBI snipers, who some believe
fired into the compound as it burned, forcing
the Davidians back inside? What about the
disappearing evidence – videotape of the initial
raid; CS gas canisters; and the steel front door
that would provide forensic proof for just who
fired first? Why was the Delta Force in Waco
that day, and who told Janet Reno that children
were being abused, provoking her to authorize
the use of force against the Davidians?
You may have heard of one of those doubters:
his name was Timothy McVeigh. On April 19,
1995, the two-year anniversary of Waco, he loaded
a Ryder truck with ammonium nitrate and fuel
oil, creating a 5,000 pound bomb. With great
care and self-righteousness he parked his message
in front of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building.
At 9:02 AM he detonated it, killing 168 people.

Complexity:
Davidians = Good/misunderstood.
FBI = Evil/incompetent.
Plausibility:
Two guys walk into a bar. First guy
says, “I guess that’d be the fi rst time
any government has distorted facts to
get what it wants or to cover up gross
incompetence.” Second guy goes, “Are you
being sarcastic?” First guy: “Oh, I am not.
I so. Totally. Am not.” Then he checks his
watch and the time reads: Revolution.
Where It Will Help You Score:
With the Branch Davidians, obviously,
though that’s not playing your best odds.
Instead, clothe yourself in camouflage and
Carhartt and head for the Midwest. Roll
around in some militia literature; let its musk
rub off on you. Finally, when you’ve caught
the eye of that Flecktarn-wearing, Waltherslinging blonde, say to her, “I’m going to
whisper two words in your ear: Waco. Texas.”
Deek 20
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So was born Jesus Christ “GG” Allin.
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vocals, even less instrumental talent, and
more lyrics about eating pussy and jamming
tampons and shot glasses up people’s asses.)
His live shows were less a display of
musical ability and style, and more a threering circus of blood, shit, and come. His preshow rituals included eating laxatives so he
would be better able to shit on stage, eat it,
roll around in it, spit it, fling it at the crowd,
and smear it all over his body. He masturbated
on stage and beat himself with beer bottles,
microphones, anything he could get his hands
on. At one show, GG bared his front teeth and
shattered them with the microphone – the same
one he’d recently shoved up his own ass.
By the end of his life, GG Allin was so
self-mutilated he was barely recognizable. His
scalp and face were permanently discolored
and misshapen from his on stage brutality.
His body was covered in scars and homemade
prison-ink tattoos reading, “life sucks scum
fuck,” “vomitus,” and “live fast die,” alongside

a tombstone engraved with the letters “GG.”
“It’s kind of a therapeutic release,” he
once said. “I kind of just crawl inside myself
and then I use my body as a weapon against
the audience. As far as I’m concerned, they’re
the enemy and beyond that stage is enemy
lines.” It wasn’t uncommon that fans would be
injured at his shows – his motto was, “With
GG, you don’t get what you expect – you get
what you deserve.” One of his many jail stints
came after he viciously attacked a female fan
with a penknife during a show. But people
kept coming back for more, a phenomenon
even GG himself had trouble understanding.
Nevertheless, he regarded his fans as his own
personal army, existing only to carry out his will.
The incident that secured his place in the
halls of rock and roll infamy was his promise,
made in a letter to underground punk fanzine
Maximum RocknRoll, to publicly execute himself
on stage on Halloween 1990. He considered
suicide a graceful exit from the peak of his career

-- he wanted to enter the next world
at his strongest. That year, his plan
was thwarted by his incarceration
for knifing that groupie. Each
Halloween he repeated the threat,
but somehow always landed in jail
the night he was supposed to die.
To GG, this is what rock
and roll was all about – the brutality,
the way of living. He was said to
have mugged people and robbed
homes to finance his lifestyle, which
included a lot of heroin. He sold
his records all by hand and detested
record companies. The 80’s found
straight edge, political punk rock on
more mainstream record labels and
in
mainstream record stores. “Everybod
y
else has drawn lines and limits, and
conformed themselves and sold
out, and I’ve had opportunities and
I’ve said no – that’s not GG Allin,”
he said in 1991. He developed a
superiority complex over the rest of
the upper East Coast punk scene that
led him to believe that he, and only
he, could be the scene’s saving grace
.
During his 1989 trial in
Ann Arbor, Michigan, for the rape
of one of his fans (who, he said,
“knew what she was getting herself
into. [Leslie], she threw herself on
the GG Allin altar thinking that she
was going to be this big bad bitch
and she was gonna outdo everybody
and she learned she couldn’t do it.
Now, you don’t walk into fucking
combat without a gun. You don’t
go to a fire and expect not to burn.
You don’t come to see GG Allin
and expect to have a real sweet
time.”) the court declared that GG,
while fairly intelligent, was probably
a megalomaniac. Given that he
was christened “Jesus Christ,” is
it any wonder he suffered from a
psychiatric condition characterized
by an unrealistic belief in one’s own
superiority, grandiose abilities, and
omnipotence? That he had recorded
songs such as, “Kill Thy Father, Rape
Thy Mother,” and “I’m Gonna Rape
You” probably didn’t help his case,
and he was eventually sentenced to
one-and-a-half to four years in prison.
During the 15 months he
served, he wrote his Mein Kampf:
the infamous GG Allin Manifesto,
in which he openly proclaimed

himself as the Messiah of rock and roll.
“The Jesus Christ they preach about in
the Bible is a phony imposter – just a
crutch for the cripples to lean on,” he
wrote. “Fuck that weak shit! I am the man
to deal with. I created myself inside the
womb from the fires of Hell. There are no
separations between Jesus Christ, God,
and the Devil, because I am all of them.
I am here to take rock ‘n’ roll back and
prove to the world that I am the real king
through the powers I have acquired.”
It was after the Manifesto and his release
from prison that he began to tell people
he was no longer interested in publicly
executing himself. He had one reason to live,
and he believed he could never rest until rock
and roll had been saved, or as he put it, “My
mission is to destroy rock and roll as it now
stands and rebuild it in GG Allin’s name.”
His life, he believed, was the key to saving
the dying and corrupt genre of rock and roll.
His fixation with the rock and roll
lifestyle eventually killed him at the age of 36,
hours after he was seen running through the
streets of New York City, naked and covered
in blood and feces. The night he died, he
played what many fans and critics consider
his greatest, most violent show of all time. He
had been strung out all day, and after only two
songs, the power in Manhattan’s Gas Station
club was turned off. GG marched into the
streets, with his army of fans behind him. They
rioted, throwing bottles at police, overturning
garbage cans and breaking windows.
GG went to the Alphabet City
apartment of his friend Johnny Puke, where
he was found the next morning, dead of an
apparent heroin overdose. He was wearing
a white miniskirt he’d borrowed from his
17 year-old girlfriend, a denim jacket, and
a dog collar. His last words were, “We
gotta do that spoken word tour, man.”
Like his life, his funeral was unruly,
unconventional, and fairly disturbing. An
account by mourner Joe Coughlin, published
in a zine called Pretentious Shit, describes the
leather-clad body as discolored and noticeably
“going bad after five days,” leaking embalming
fluid. In an acoustic country ballad called
“When I Die,” GG had requested to be buried
with a bottle of Jim Beam; when the beer ran
out, drunken funeral-goers ripped the bottle
from his hands. One girl removed her panties
and put them on GG’s face. They pulled his
dick from the filthy jock strap he was buried
in and played with it. Even in death, GG Allin
was a public spectacle. The crowd of mourners
agreed: he would have wanted it that way.
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Besides being a shit-throwing, blo
odspraying demon on stage, Allin
had a
remarkably self-aware offstage pre
sence,
which Hated hints at but doesn’t
fully
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Fashion

Brutality to mankind is like cruelty to animals –
only no one cares about the victim.

Alfonzo de Larrimar

AbuGarb
Shot by Nate Boguszewski
Styled by Tiffany Boden
Make-up by Anna Niklasson
Commentary by Elizabeth Marklewicz
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The psychology of brutality was
almost as good as the beatings.

Joe Blair
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I see myself capable of
arrogance and brutality...
And I’m okay with that.

Georgina Steve

I hate men as only a woman can, only
as one who has seen their brutality,
their futility, their stupidity.

Dallas D. Eisensteiner

Models:
Brooke Miller
Tom Van Gemert
Jonathan Danial
Jared A. Boyer

Johnathan Cyrana
Eric Mitzel
Erin Lindey

Fashionable tops and accessories (except plastic bags and
Parliament cigarette) provided by orIGInal CIn 1922 East
Carson St. / www.originalcin.org.
Jeans provided by torQue denIM 1931 East Carson St. /
www.torquedenim.com.
Deek t-shirts (designed by M. Poprocki) available at www.
deekmagazine.com.
Deek
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We always seek models, make up artists, hair-stylists,
independent clothing designers and suppliers.
To get involved e-mail art@deekmagazine.com.
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Lawrenceville, PA

Snuffocation
By Matt Stroud

“We were confident that right and truth would prevail, and I would be acquitted and we would devote the rest of our lives
working to create a justice system here in the United States. The guilty verdict has strengthened that resolve. But as we’ve
discussed our plans to expose the warts of our legal system, people have said, ‘Why Bother,’ ‘No One Cares,’ ‘You’ll Look
Foolish.’ 60 Minutes, 20/20, the American Civil Liberties Union, Jack Anderson and others have been publicizing cases like
yours for years, and it doesn’t bother anyone...”
– Budd Dwyer’s ﬁnal words

r

“Budd” D w y e r

oB ert
was a state treasurer of Pennsylvania who, on January 22, 1987, killed himself during
a press conference on live television. It’s something you might’ve seen randomly on the internet, or in The Many Faces of Death, Part 6, or… somewhere else.
Story goes, Dwyer was scheduled for a court appearance on January 23, 1987. He was to appear before a federal judge to face charges of bribery and
conspiracy to commit fraud. If convicted, he faced up to 55 years in prison, a fine of up to $300,000, and the loss of his position in state government.
On the day before his court appearance, at the press conference, he insisted on his innocence, on the hypocrisy of his government
– “as we’ve discussed our plans to expose the warts of our legal system, people have said, ‘Why Bother,’ ‘No One Cares.’” – and then he handed
papers to his staff. In a matter of seconds, he pulled a .357 Magnum revolver from a manila envelope, and shot himself in the mouth.

I’m th i n k i n g about
t h i s on a S u n d a y
n i g h t in 2 0 0
6.
I’m standing in falling snow on an uncovered
stoop just off Eighth Avenue in Homestead, PA.
I’m wondering about Dwyer’s wife – where she
went the night he killed himself. Did she cry?
How forcefully? Had she been expecting it? I
wonder about this. I wonder about the ensuing
cleanup after Dwyer killed himself. After the
media fled, who mopped up? I wonder about his
kids and their lives, and how they were affected.
And I’m lost in these thoughts, thinking about
the commercialization of his death and how it’s
been distributed over and over again for profit.
And, as I’m thinking about this, I realize that,
without full consent from my brain, my index
finger is actually ringing the doorbell to a house
that may or may not contain a living person who
may or may not have a video tape documenting
the actual murder of a human being. I am looking
for a snuff film. And I’m wondering if I’ll find it.
Earlier that week, I had placed an ad
on Craigslist1 looking for “rare and unique
pornography.” In the ad, I sort of referenced

snuff. I wrote: “I’m mostly interested in locating
extremely rare films and, if you got ‘em, films
where people are brutally murdered.”
This was not smooth, I know. But
considering what a snuff film is,2 I couldn’t
quite think of a better way to explain what I was
looking for without getting too windy… or too
weird. It’s debatable whether or not I succeeded.
More background: I had scheduled three
interviews for that week, on consecutive days,
after work, all with “collectors” who had implied
that they owned vintage movies, and nothing
more. Via e-mail, when I said I was writing an
article for a magazine, they all asked to remain
anonymous. This was the third of those interviews.
The first was with a tattoo shop owner who
collected fake snuff – movies like Guinea Pig:
Flower of Flesh and Blood, Cannibal Holocaust,
and the more recent Meat for Satan’s Icebox,
which I watched and came to the following
conclusion: Fake snuff is often pretty dumb.3
The second interview was scheduled
and cancelled, but I later found the potential
interviewee’s website, and noticed that he
mostly specialized in early 60s nudie mags.
So anyway, I’m staring into this
house through a screen door and a broken

1 Craigslist, if you’ve been living under a rock for the past couple years (as I tend to), is an online classified ads resource. The
following is from New York Magazine: “Craigslist.org is changing everything. A simple and free online classified-ad service started
by the gnomish Craig Newmark in San Francisco [in 1995], Craigslist is (a) where young urban people conduct much of the
traffic of their lives, including renting apartments, finding lost pets, and getting laid in the middle of the day, and is (b) thereby
destroying classified revenues for big-city newspapers, which are already in crisis, and so it has become (c) the symbol of the
transformation of the information industry.”

“Whether we like it or not people tend to jump to conclusions very quickly about your character and
abilities. Impressions are made within fifteen seconds and there is no second chance. Jumping to conclusions is a
natural thing that we do as humans. It is not right, but that’s life, get use [“used”?] to it, and be prepared.”
window and I’m rubbing my hands together,
shaking my head, wondering why I’m here.
I hope no one answers the door…
But I know someone will. Because, inside, I
see that there’s a black man rocking back and forth
in a chair facing away from me, next to a kitchen
with tile and cabinets.4 He’s watching television
– a football game – but I can’t tell who’s playing.
In a second, he’ll stand up and keep his eyes
on the television (walking backwards, trying to
catch one final play before he answers the door).
But when he does this, he’ll get tripped up, and
he’ll accidentally step on what looks like a pink
and yellow stuffed animal on the ground behind
him. That’s when he’ll bump his head on one of
the cabinets, clumsy, like he’s on a sitcom, trying
to keep his balance. In pain, he’ll yell loud…
but I… I am totally detached. I won’t care if he’s
hurt or not. He’s in there; I’m out here. But as
he approaches, it begins to hit me: I am not a
fetishist. I am not sure why I’m here. This is all a
very elaborate sociology project. I’ll be too scared
to think. I’ll be too confused to move. And I’ll
be too shocked to laugh as he stagers toward
the door, swearing, holding his head in pain…
But, again, I don’t know this yet. I don’t
know anything at this point. All I see is a
television, a huge black man, a white door
and brightly-colored stuffed animals.

2 It does not, necessarily, have anything to do with sex.
3 From Video Universe: “A slaughterhouse in the town of Satan grinds its meat from human prey in this brutal shocker. A teenage couple wind up there after some unfortunate events
occur in their lives, but the tragedy is only just beginning as they look on in horror at the deviants who greet them in Satan!”
4 Remember Videodrome? It’s a David Cronenberg film about a cable TV operator (Max Renn) who discovers a Snuff broadcast on Channel 83. Max initially thinks the broadcast is
based out of Malaysia. He later finds out it’s based in Pittsburgh – where I am, right now, looking for Snuff. HAHAHA! Haha! Ha. Oh, coincidence.

“S

” i s def i n ed

a

s

nuff
“a filmed account of an actual murder,
specifically commissioned, recorded and supplied for the gratification of the paying spectator(s).” 5
The concept has been attributed to Ed Sanders, who wrote a book called The Family: The Story of Charles
Manson’s Dune Buggy Attack Battalion. “Brutality films” was Sanders’ initial term for snuff, as a concept. The
expression “snuff film” was later mentioned in the book – an extension of the word meaning “to die” (“snuff it”).
In The Family, Sanders claims that the Mansons actually filmed murders for personal entertainment
purposes. But this is uncorroborated – none of these Manson films have ever been proven to exist.
For that matter, no snuff film (under the FBI’s most stringent definition of the term) has ever been proven to
exist. In the past quarter century, there have been countless rumors that such films have been produced,6 but none
have actually surfaced. Which arguably makes snuff an urban legend – an interesting rumor – and nothing more.
So the question then becomes: Why is snuff, as a concept, so widely discussed – so inherently
interesting; so often the topic of (generally bad) films, articles and discussions? Why is snuff
so inherently interesting? And, more importantly, since it seems so obvious that someone,
somewhere, at some point would’ve arranged and filmed a murder, why have none been found?
How can we possibly accept that none have been made? Are we missing something?

5 David Kerekes and David Slater, Killing For Culture: An Illustrated History Of The Death Film From Mondo To Snuff
(London: Creation Books, 1995)
6 Examples include, but are not limited to 1) John W. Decamp’s The Franklin Coverup, which reports that a man
named Paul Bonacci filmed himself raping an underage boy. He further alleges that the boy was murdered on film,
and that he and a different boy were forced to have sex with his dead body. 2) In 1982, Susan Hamlin, a resident
of El Dorado Hills, outside Fresno, California, intimated that members of a Satanic cult tortured her for three weeks
straight. She claimed that her abductors had a stash of child pornography and Snuff films. Neither claim was proven.

– Joan Kulmala,
Image Coach

It’s after I’m invited
into the col lec tor’s
h o m e – after I find out his
name’s George; after I’ve shaken his hand; after I’ve
told him my name – that I become truly aware of how
ridiculous this pursuit is. I am not in a movie. I am
not a private investigator hired by a rich widow. I’m
not even getting paid. And, beyond that, if snuff exists,
will some random peon (me) be able to publicly
extract the first ever real snuff film from an arbitrary
private collector (George)? Answer: not likely.
I know this.
It’s at this point where I start to understand
why a snuff film has never been found. First: if
one surfaced, chances are, the director would
be in some deep, deep shit – in prison for life
or hanged. No one wants to set the standard
for the breed of punishment that crime would
cause. Second: if you have one of these films and
you haven’t shared it yet, you’re probably not
going to share it or flaunt it to anyone you don’t
completely trust. And so on. I have thought these
things out. I’m aware that, chances are, no one’s
going to show me a snuff film for the asking…
But my larger, more abstract goal, is to
find out why the so-called Snuff Urban Legend
continues to surface in our society. My plan is to
basically act dumb, visit with avid pornography
collectors, ask to see a snuff film, see how they
react, then talk about the concept of snuff and
the dehumanization these kinds of films represent
(regardless of whether they exist or not). It’s all
supposed to lead into a discussion about the way
we look at (and share our experiences of) life. And,
I’ve come up with this whole grand scheme here
about the state of violence in America, about our
unending, underlying national pursuit toward hidden
vices and veiled emotions and blah blah blah,
and it all seems workable in my head, but George
is heading toward me, so it’s time to perk up.

He answers the door politely,
laughing, holding his bald head. “God damn
man, I hope you didn’t see that.”
I smile and tell him: “I didn’t see you
hit your head on the kitchen cabinet.”
He laughs and invites me in, offers to
take my coat. We exchange brief pleasantries
– “It’s damn cold out there,” et cetera
– before he asks what he can do for me.
“Actually, I guess I’ll just cut to the
chase here.” I hand him my coat. “Do you
have a snuff film I can watch or buy?”
He stops. “What?” He’s not a big man
– maybe 5’9”, 160 pounds. From what I can
tell, he’s alone in the house, though that
doesn’t explain the stuffed animals.
“I’m not a cop or anything.”
“You’re askin’ me if I got snuff movies?”
“Well… yeah.”
“Real ones?”
“Yeah. I mean… I realize it’s illegal. I’m just
more or less interested to see one. I figure that—”
George shakes his head no, stops
me. “That’s not what I collect.”
“Oh, I know. I was just curious if—”
“No, man. I’m into sex. Not murder.”
He says this slowly, deliberately.
I say “Oh, alright,” but I guess my
tone indicates something close to disbelief
because his gaze quickly turns cold.
“What do I look like to you,” he says.
“A killer? Someone who watches killers”
“No, I just—”
“You just what.” He’s angry now. “You think
just ‘cause I collect movies I’m into some sick shit
like that? Man, that’s fucked up. And that’s not
what I’m into.” He pauses for a second to gather
himself, reaches up and rubs his scalp again.

“Listen. If you was lookin’ for somethin’
like that you shoulda told me before you showed
up and I’da let you know I didn’t have nothin’.”
“Yeah,” I say, realizing that I have misjudged
the issue. My confusion is based in something very
simple, fraudulent and invalid. All film, literature,
and art, attempts to take us to a place we’ve never
been before. And since I assume that anal sex,
bondage, masochism and even (what I would
consider) torture will be prominently featured in
his collection, I assume that, as a collector, he will
be interested in what I understand as an extension
of those acts – murder. This is untrue. This is
not a generalization one can make. What I don’t
understand right now is that, for this collector
– and for many collectors – there is a rigid barrier
between what I consider dehumanization and
killing. Regardless of the victim’s concession. And
there’s also, along those lines, the implication
that violent pornography doesn’t necessarily
dehumanize; there is always the probable
possibility that, not only do actors agree to their
work, but they also find joy in acts considered
taboo – that they derive pleasure from abuse,
torture, bondage. Whether this is a legal or moral
issue…? Well, that’s debatable. And I’m not going
there. But what’s not debatable is that everyone
has varying interests. And that you can almost
never tell what’s appropriate and what’s not. And
after going through all this in my head, all I could
muster for George was a pitiful “Yeah, I know.”
“You do now,” he says. Then he adds:
“And don’t you know that if I had one, I
sure as hell wouldn’t show it to you?”
He laughs after he says this. I’ve
got nothing to say in response.
“Now do you want to see
what I got or what?”

K

L anning, c u l t

“Movies are a flexible medium. It’s easy to simulate death on film, which is partly why people think
snuff films exist. They’ve seen simulated versions and believe they’re genuine. I think it’s conceivable
these films exist, but whether they do or not is less important than the public’s belief that they do – their
willingness to believe in an evil fantasy. That’s what’s interesting here.”
– Paul Schrader,
Director of Hardcore

A c cor d i n g t o K i l l i n g f o r
C u l t u r e , there are fairly strict definitions for movies that feature
actual death on screen. They are:
1) The Death Film:
“Centers on the depiction of dead and dying people … for shock value. The difference between this
and the Snuff film, is that in the death film the victims would have died anyway, (i.e. an execution, for
instance.) the filming having no bearing on the act.”
Examples: The Zapruder film of John F. Kennedy’s assassination; autopsy
films such as The Act of Seeing with One’s Own Eyes; driver education films;
incidents where people commit suicide live in front a camera (like the case of
Budd Dwyer).7 These films don’t “count” as snuff, per se, because, again, they are
accidental – the death is not choreographed specifically for film.
2) The Mondo Movie:8
“Contains general documentary material from around the world, generally aimed at shocking the audience
with scandal. As the years progressed, competing film makers had to out-scandal the competition. This oneupmanship led to the inevitable inclusion of already-dead bodies, and ultimately actual death onscreen.”
Examples: The Mondo Cane Collection, Faces of Death, Shocking Asia, Part
1, Real TV. These movies are not technically snuff because 1) they often feature
campy, fake representations of death (or other “shocking” topics like Strip Clubs for
Fatties and Granny Sex), and 2) the “real” death they present is recorded rather than
arranged. The goal of these films is to elicit shock before you yawn and turn off your
DVD player (because you are completely detached).
The difference between a Death Film and a Mondo Movie is, essentially, that
Mondo is made to be feature length. Mondo is a collection – it is meant to be put
together and sold in a neat little death package you can show at parties. Mondo
movies are often comprised of many Death Films.
The sad part is that one can imagine the reaction to Mondo films or Death films
wouldn’t be much different than the reaction to true snuff. In terms of genre and
topic, the discrepancies are minimal – “Death Accidentally Caught On Film, Then
Collected Into A Movie And Sold To Blockbuster Video” (Mondo) versus “Orchestrated
Death Funded By Some Very Rich Person For Personal Gratification” (Snuff).
3) The Snuff Film:
We’ve been over this.
Examples: Supposedly none.

7 More info on Dwyer (because it’s fucking interesting). The
following is from Wikipedia.com: “During the early 1980s,
employees of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania overpaid millions
of dollars in FICA taxes. As a result, the Commonwealth began
requesting bids for the task of calculating refunds to each employee.
One firm, California-based Computer Technology Associates, was
owned by a Harrisburg, Pennsylvania native named John Torquato
Jr. Torquato used his Harrisburg-area connections and a series of
bribes to obtain the contract, worth $4.6 million. An anonymous
memo then reached the governor’s office, describing the bribes that
had taken place. In late 1986, Dwyer was charged as having agreed
to accept a related kickback of $300,000. Dwyer never actually
received any money. A plea bargain made for Torquato and William
Smith [Torquato’s attorney] required them to testify against Dwyer.
This coupled with the government’s refusal to name unindicted
co-conspirators in the case, made it difficult for Dwyer to defend
himself, though the unindicted co-conspirators are believed to have
been Republican staffers who ran the Dauphin County Republican
Party. During this time, the local United States Attorney offered
Dwyer a plea bargain that carried a five year maximum sentence in
exchange for a one-count guilty plea, resignation, and cooperation
in the investigation. Dwyer refused the offer, and was later convicted
but continued to vehemently protest his innocence. Under state
law, Dwyer would continue to serve as state treasurer until his
sentencing…” He killed himself before this could happen.

8 From Wikipedia: “The fad started with Mondo cane (1962) by Gualtiero Jacopetti
and proved quite popular. Mondo films are often easily recognized by name, as even
English language Mondo films included the term often “Mondo” in their titles. Over
the years the film makers wanted to top each other in shock value in order to draw
in audiences. Cruelty to animals, accidents, tribal initiation rites and surgeries are a
common feature of a typical Mondo. Much of the action is also staged, even though
the film makers may claim their goal to document only “the reality”. Today, Mondo
films are generally considered to be camp.”
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at the FBI training academy at
Quantico, Virginia, said: “I’ve not found one single documented case of a snuff film anywhere in the world. I’ve been searching
for 20 years, talked to hundreds of people. There’s plenty of once-removed sightings, but I’ve never found a credible personality
who personally saw one.”9
It should be mentioned here that we are absolutely not, as a matter of course, considering feature films like Snuff10 and
11
8mm as anything even close to “real snuff.” These films help establish the concept of snuff in popular consciousness,12 but
they’re fiction – they help fuel the belief that real snuff exists when, from all indications, it doesn’t. Their existence is more
fueled by, as Shrader says, “[the public’s] willingness to believe in an evil fantasy.”
But this brings us to an interesting point:
That word: fantasy. We want to believe snuff exists because Snuff exists in our fantasies. Why? Because, as previously
discussed, you can look at snuff as the logical extension of what all film, literature, and art, attempts to do – take us to a place
we’ve never been before. Death is the final chasm of the unknown. A century ago, people used to believe that the eyes captured
the last moments of the dead person’s life; detectives would photograph the eyes of murder victims in hopes of catching a
glimpse of the killer. It seems like snuff films are similar, in an attempt to catch death at his appointed errands. In controlling
the moment of death, snuff attempts to bridge that gap between life and death. We cling to this – this glimpse of final terror;
this concept of evil (and life) captured in an instant.
And movies like 8mm are produced because we can not look away from that ultimate human snapshot. And, to go further,
we’re infatuated with the idea of truly evil humanity – with a person willing to kill without guilt. And yet, 8mm is a perfect
representation of how Hollywood deals with America’s penchant for horror and death:
Specifically, Hollywood is forced to turn 8mm into a battle of “good” versus “evil.” Nicholas Cage is the “good guy.” He
has an attractive wife and a small child. He is hired to find the “evil man” who created a Snuff film for an old widow’s dead
husband. The story unfolds, and you can probably guess the ending (I’ll give you a hint: Everything works out just fine). Main
point: The good guy is a necessary evil – he allows us to explore the more interesting character (who happens to be “bad”).

9 Ibid.
10 Tagline: “A film that could only be made in South
America, where life is CHEAP!” Directed mostly by
an unaccredited Michael Findlay, Snuff began life as a
cheap Argentinean feature entitled Slaughter (1971).
Allan Shackleton (head of distributor Monarch Releasing
Corporation) added a coda directed by porn filmmaker
Carter Steven, in which a female cast member is seemingly
murdered on camera.

But real Snuff theoretically eliminates the “good guy” from the equation. And it eliminates sympathy,
too. It eliminates pathos and consideration and condemnation and politics and money and CGI and…
everything emotive a director or production company can potentially offer. In theory, it brings the viewer
to a point where she or he is forced to supply their own emotions. And that might be the scariest (and
most alluring) aspect of Snuff – that there is not an emotional template in place for the viewer. Religion
and social mores tell us that, when we see someone killed, we should react with horror and revulsion,
disgust and dread.13 But how would you honestly react if you saw someone really killed on screen? What
if you weren’t prepared to see it? What if you didn’t know it was coming? What if you were alone? What
if you knew their death was commissioned?
Would you find it hideous? Would you turn away? Or would you be curious? I don’t mean to
imply that you’re a sick individual, I’m just saying: Would you want to see what happens at the moment
of someone’s death? Would you want to watch the victim’s eyes turn back into his head, knowing that
you had nothing to do with it – that you were completely innocent; that you had randomly stumbled
across a video of his untimely demise? Would you want to know the victim’s last words? Would you
want to know his name? His last thoughts? His last inclinations? Would you be curious about these
things? Would you wonder if he had done something wrong? If he had done something stupid? If he
had deserved it? If he hadn’t deserved it?
Would you rewind it and watch it again?14

11 “Joel Schumacher’s excrementally piss-poor thriller … finds Nick Cage farting around in his most stylish disheveled chic as a private investigator
attempting to track down a ‘real’ Snuff movie. This is a well-trodden path for low-budget, exploitation B-flicks, and anyone who’s seen such straight-tovideo bilge as Final Cut, Fatal Frames, Cutting Room Floor et al will already be familiar with the material.” – Mark Kermode, BBC film critic
12 Neil Jackson, “The cultural construction of Snuff” (Kinoeye online, http://kinoeye.org/03/05/jackson05.php)
13 All you need is that one moment where one person snaps; where one person decides that all of our most revered morals – I am the Lord your God who
brought you out of the land of Egypt, you shall have no other gods besides Me; Do not make a sculpted image or any likeness of what is in the heavens above;
You shalt not swear falsely by the name of the Lord; Remember the Sabbath day and keep it holy; Honor your father and your mother; You shall not murder;
You shall not have sexual relations with another man’s wife; You shall not kidnap; You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor; You shall not covet
your neighbor’s house – are worthless and meaningless and vapid.
14 ...and I guess I should have some sort of conclusion to offer here – some answer to these questions; some sort of direction you should go; some rationale
for why murder happens, or why we wonder if it happens on film… Or why we’re so obsessed. But I really don’t have anything concrete to offer you. Because,
to me, there is no tangible solution. And I find myself awake at 4:30 in the morning, knowing that I have to finish this article as soon as I can so I can get just
one hour of sleep before I go to work; and I’m trying to understand why these things happen, and I’m surfing MySpace and I’m stuck in webs and webs of
links leading to people from my high school – people I haven’t seen in years – and I’m wondering as I pass by each one of them, realizing that we’ve all taken
the exact same direction in life – high school, college, confusion, alcoholism, acceptance, settling – I’m wondering how much it would really matter if one of us
died, or was killed, brutally, and who it would affect. Would it affect me? [From The Third Man : Martins: Have you ever seen any of your victims?
Harry Lime: You know, I never feel comfortable on these sort of things. Victims? Don’t be melodramatic. Tell me. Would you really feel any pity if one
of those dots stopped moving forever? If I offered you twenty thousand pounds for every dot that stopped, would you really, old man, tell me to keep my
money, or would you calculate how many dots you could afford to spare? Free of income tax, old man. Free of income tax - the only way you can save money
nowadays. “ Only, I’m thinking, if I was killed. And so I’m left here in this story, wondering how Snuff films happen, and then, in a similar moment, wondering
why more don’t happen. And it leaves me nowhere, questioning, confused, hopeless, wanting to give you something more. And I wait for that to happen... I
wait for that moment. And then it hits me.
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Full name: Nicholas Evan Berg
He was a 26-year-old American businessman. He sought work in Iraq during the U.S.-led occupation. He was
captured and beheaded in May 2004 by Islamic militants.
His decapitation was the first in a series of similar killings of foreign hostages in Iraq. Berg’s beheading
received worldwide attention, not only because it was filmed, but also because the footage was widely distributed
on the Internet. The rationale for the murder? His killers claimed that his death was carried out to avenge abuses of
Iraqi prisoners by U.S. soldiers at Abu Ghraib prison.15
His death gives us much to consider – a lot to throw into this stew of information. Searching for a Snuff film
seems a lot like waiting for some sort of depraved Messiah: After so long, after so much debate, it’s almost as if
you’re not sure what you’re looking for. And when something remotely genuine comes along, you’re conditioned
to believe you’re looking at a fake, simply because you’ve built up the moral and semantic stipulations so high that
they’re almost impossible to reach.
Could Nick Berg represent the first real snuff film?
Here’s the definition we set earlier:
“‘Snuff’ is defined as ‘a filmed account of an actual murder, specifically commissioned, recorded and supplied
for the gratification of the paying spectator(s).’”
• “a filmed account of an actual murder,”
 Nick Berg was killed on camera.
• “specifically commissioned,”
 We are lead to believe his death was choreographed for filmed production.
• “recorded and supplied for the gratification of the paying spectator(s).”
 This is tricky. Who is the paying spectator? On a base level, it would probably be The Guy Who
Filmed It. But because of its political implications,16 because it was so widely distributed, because it was
so widely discussed, the paying spectator becomes… you. And me. And everyone else who saw it. I know
this because it was posted online.17 And because, when released, it received substantial coverage across
mediums. So it was used to sell advertisements. It acted as a top story, a main headline, a way to capture
your eyes and ears. And I want you to consider this. Consider that the internet brings the search for Snuff
to a new level. There are more avenues available today for personal thought distribution than ever before.
Anyone with a few dollars can get online and share. And while this is generally constructive, giving us
more information to consider, affording us the opportunity to learn more, it also expands the already
sizeable avenues we have for viewing mayhem and terror and evil. If the internet didn’t exist, would Nick
Berg have been killed? Probably, but maybe not. The beauty of the internet is that it’s virtually boundless
– it transcends continental barriers. Would his killers have bothered to kill Nick Berg on tape if they had
merely planned on sending it to a television network? Again, speculation – maybe. But it’s interesting
to contemplate – maybe the web’s enormity encouraged Berg’s killers to produce something vile, just
because they could. Just because the internet allows us to see it, rewind it, tell our friends about it. And
so, yes, I suppose it could be argued that, if no one were looking at the internet, this video would’ve gone
hidden, unseen. But because so many people wanted the gratification of seeing Nick Berg decapitated
by masked men – because we want to be taken to a place we’ve never been before … well, that makes it
significant. That makes it real. That makes it Snuff.

15 For the purposes of this article, we are assuming that the Nick Berg decapitation video was genuine.
The following quote ran in La Voz de Aztlan, five days after the Berg film was released: “There is now ample
evidence that the video showing the decapitation of 26 year old Nicholas Berg of Philadelphia by purported
Al Qaeda members is a complete fraud. The real Nick Berg may or may not be dead, but the heavily edited
video is nothing but a fake. This is the conclusion of La Voz de Aztlan after a frame by frame analysis and the
conclusion of hundreds of film, medical and other experts world wide who downloaded, viewed and analyzed
the video as well. Literally thousands of persons world wide requested the video, which is rapidly disappearing
from the Internet, after our news service published “Nick Berg decapitation video declared a fraud by medical
doctor” on Wednesday May 12 and which was linked by other independent news services on the World Wide
Web.” Its disputed existence well fits the Snuff discussion, doesn’t it?
16 Remember when Fox News commentators suggested everyone should see it, to know the horror of what “we’re fighting” [in Iraq]?
17 On May 11, 2004, the website of Islamist group Muntada al-Ansar allegedly broadcast the Nick Berg video with the opening title of “Abu Musa’b al-Zarqawi slaughters an American.”

“…because we so desperately want [snuff] to exist and there is no way to prove that it doesn’t exist, snuff – for
all emotional and intellectual means and purposes – exists. And it only stands to reason that the existence of
a demand – particularly a demand over two decades old – has already or will eventually lead to a creation of a
product to fill that demand.”
– “The Morbid Urge,” Daniel Kraus,
Gadfly, July/August 2000
“Snuff is the Frankenstein monster of the media age, the boogeyman that lurks at the crossroads of unchecked
media freedom and commercial demand. Each time a new technology makes questionable entertainment more
accessible and moral standards are questioned, the monster is awakened and the angry villagers ignite their
torches. With the new world of the web, the myth seems ready for an upgrade.”
– “Final Cuts: The History of Snuff Films,” Geoff Smith,
Fringe Underground
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Yeah, I guess he is. It
definitely would’ve been more fun to battle George, the Big Black Guy with the Stuffed Animals and the Porn. It would’ve been fascinating to step into
his basement and hand him ten thousand dollars to purchase a film starring someone killed on tape…
But that’s the idea, isn’t it? That’s precisely to the heart of why snuff is so captivating: because it’s senseless; because it’s vile – because, in terms
of Western morality, it’s absolutely the worst thing one person can do to another person. It trumps whatever evil we’ve ascribed to terrorism or other
arguably unnecessary forms of extreme violence. Because not only is there no sentiment behind it – not only is the act, in theory, based on a complete
disregard for life; not only is it the ultimate example of dehumanization – but it’s also inherently capitalistic. It’s done, in concept, pretty much solely
for money or fame or, in the case of Nick Berg, just to prove a point to millions of people.
Which brings us to this:
Unfortunately, living in a society where war and sex and celebrity dominate our headlines, murder captures our deepest, most sheltered interests.
Why else would serial killers captivate audiences so thoroughly – in fictional portraits, as well as real life? It’s because transgression, especially towards
a degree of control not afforded ordinary members of society, always captivates. Killers act as god.
And heartbreak sells magazines. And death is the basis of horror films. Depravity and sadness are the bases of heart wrenching books, soap
operas, even reality television….
Unfortunately, what we’re dealing with here – with snuff – is potentially the idea that anything can be bested, and that we, as a society, constantly
desire to leap into the next level of evil – to not only kill someone, but to film it as it happens; to distribute that visual document for all to see; to not
only watch someone get hit by a train, but to see it from their perspective, in complete, true reality.
So does Snuff exist? Yeah, I think so. But what matters is that we’ve come to the point in our development where you can readily access the real,
hired killing of a human being online – in Torrent files, or if you search hard enough on Google – whenever you want. It also matters that there’s a
market for everything…

MaY 13, 2004 – The Lycos
50 today reports that Nick Berg
is the new number one search
term on the Lycos Search engine
over the past 24 hours.
The top 10 search requests
Web users are specifically
searching for regarding Nick
Berg are:
Nick Berg video
Nick Berg Beheading
Nick Berg and Iraq
Nick Berg Execution
Nick Berg Beheading Video
Nick Berg Killing
Nick Berg murder
Nick Berg assassination
Nick Berg decapitation video,=
execution of Nick Berg.
source: http://50.lycos.com

It turns out that looking at the aggregation of billions of search queries people
type into Google reveals something
about our curiosity, our thirst for news,
and perhaps even our desires. Considering all that has occurred in 2005, we
thought it would be interesting to study
just a few of the significant events, and
names that make this a memorable year.
(We’ll leave it to the historians to determine which ones are lasting and which
ephemeral.) We hope you enjoy this
selective view of our collective year.
Top 10 Gaining Queries
Week Ending May 17, 2004
1. nick berg
2. troy
3. american idol
4. iraq
5. lynndie england
6. lakers
7. e3
8. orlando bloom
9. graduation
10. alexandra kerry

the s c r e e n shows
f i v e m e n wearing
m o s t l y b l a c k , covered head
to toe with cloth, accept for their eyes (which we would
see if the film quality wasn’t so poor and grainy; the scene
looks like it was filmed on a cheap home camera).
In front of these five men, another man – a prisoner,
dressed in what look like orange scrubs – sits on the
ground with his feet tied together in front of him. His
hands are tied behind his back.
The man on the ground introduces himself eight
seconds into the film. He says his name is Nick Berg.
Shortly thereafter, one of the masked men reads a
pronouncement in Arabic.
After more than four minutes, one of the masked men
attacks Berg with a knife. Berg is then surrounded; we hear
screams; he is held down and beheaded.
Five and a half minutes into the film, the head is
presented to the camera, dripping blood. It is then laid
on a headless dead body, wearing orange scrubs. The tape
ends in coarse blackness.

source: http://www.google.com/intl/en/press/zeitgeist2005.html
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THE TEMPER ATURE THAT MONDAY
s se H
morning, August 1, 1966, in Austin, was
i ck s
of
end
sticky,
98 degrees Fahrenheit – the
summer heat that rises from the ground in waves,
turning the horizon to a shimme ring mirage. Thomas F.
Eckman, 18, of Toledo, Ohio, walked with his girlfriend,
Claire Wilson, an 18 year-old anthropology student,
along the tree-line d perimete r of the University of
Texas’s South Mall. Claire, eight months pregnant with
the couple’s son, had just fi nished class. Leaving the
shade for the South Mall’s upper terrace, an open cement
area, Claire and Thomas approached the UT Tower, the
307-foot Spanish Renaissa nce icon of both the

What Charles Whitman, former
parishioner of Sacred Heart Catholic
Church, Lake Worth, Fl., thought as
he chambere d a 6mm Remington
cartridge – whether his mind raced or
was still, arid and empty as the Texas
badlands; whether it was collected,
methodic al, or the white-noise rush of
rage; whether it turned on impulse or
calculation: this is unknowable.
University and greater Austin.
Pfc. Whitman’s United States
On the Tower’s 28th floor observat ion deck, Charles
Marine Corps shooting score: 215 of a
Joseph Whitma n, Eagle Scout, former Marine, and UT
possible 250 points. Recognized with
architect ural engineer ing student, lowered his bright blue
the degree of sharp shooter, he was
eye to the four-power scope mounted on his Remington
“an excellent shot who appeared to be
Model 700 bolt-action rifle.
more accurate against moving targets.”
Inside, Whitma n had left five bodies. Edna
The Tower’s 12 foot gold-edge d
Townsle y, 47, the observat ion deck receptionist (and
clock stands at 11:48 as Charles
mother to sons Danny and Terry), lay on the floor, her
Whitman takes a breath, holds it. He
head caved in by Whitma n’s rifle butt. In the bloodsights down the scope, a white
spattere d stairwel l were Marguer ite Lampou r and Mark
bandanna around his forehead to keep
Gabour, dead of shotgun blasts. Nearby lay Mike
the sweat from his eyes. He sights and
Gabour, wounde d and unconsc ious, with his criticallyslowly lets go of his breath, slides back
injured mother, Mary. Above them, beyond the 28th
the trigger, and the rifle exhales its
floor doorway barricaded with a heavy desk and set of
delicate wisp of smoke, a low,
chairs, Charles Whitma n waited.
whimper ing report, and lead launched
How long he paused on the observa tion deck,
on fi re spirals forward at 3000 feet/
watchin g, is uncerta in. How many students his
sec, outpacing explanation,
crossha irs lingered over before settling on Claire is
accelerati ng beyond the speed of
likewise unknow n.
comprehension, meaning, toward
If Thomas Eckman and Claire Wilson held hands; Claire Wilson – now an electric lance
whether he placed his hand on her full belly, rubbed
of pain cutting through her, through
it, asked if the heat bothere d her; and if she laughed at her hip, her stomach, her colon and
his concern , brushed a stray lock of hair from her face, uterus – now claiming its target, the
and told him she was fine: we cannot say. Maybe it
skull of her unborn baby. She screams
wasn’t like that.
and falls. Her blood pools on the hot
At 11:45, as usual, the Tower’s 17-bell carillon rang cement, drying to a deep crimson.
12 times. Resound ing over the campus, its song carried
the words, “Lord, through this hour/ Be thou our guide/
Deek 20 | 37
For in thy power we do abide.”
Brutality

He had an IQ of 138.9,
young Charlie, and
scored in the top 5% of
students nationwide in
standardized testing.

Here is bright young Charlie playing piano. He hands flash over keys white and black, conjuring the
notes to Claude Debussy’s Claire de Lune. The lyrical, melancholic tune drifts through his father’s middleclass house in Fort Worth, Florida, where C.A. and Margaret Whitman made their home after several
moves early in their marriage. C.A., an ambitious, driven entrepreneur who never ceased reminding his
family of what he had provided for them, raised his sons to excel at everything. Charlie began piano
lessons when he was seven, just before he enrolled in Sacred Heart’s Catholic grade school, and by twelve
he had mastered the instrument.
He had an IQ of 138.9, young Charlie, and ranked in the top 5% of students nationwide in
standardized testing. He had his father’s ambition and craving for financial success. When he turned
eleven, Charlie joined the Boy Scouts. Just over a year later, he was an Eagle Scout, having earned 21
merit badges in only 15 months. (He later claimed to be the youngest Eagle Scout ever, though no
official records of such a distinction exist.) To make money, he took responsibility for one of the largest
Miami Herald paper routes in Lake Worth.
And Charlie had guns. The Whitman house had as many firearms on the walls as pictures. This was
a source of pride for the Whitman patriarch, who taught his three sons to shoot as soon as they were
physically able. For Charlie, this meant handling firearms before he was in grade school.
Charlie’s teen years were undistinguished – he was just one of the guys, maybe a little more eager
to take a dare, a little more eager to please. He, like many high school seniors, slacked off his final year
of school, and his grades suffered. One night just before his eighteenth birthday, Charlie came home
drunk to find C.A. waiting for him. His disgusted father threw him in the pool, where Charlie nearly
drowned. Fed up, he enlisted in the Marines soon after.
After basic training and a stint at Guantanamo Naval Base, Charlie enrolled in a scholarship
program that brought him to the University of Texas. There he met Kathy Leissner, and the two were
married on August 17, 1962.
The next four years were a strenuous time for the newlywed Whitmans. Charlie’s lack of selfdiscipline led to poor grades, and the Marines revoked his scholarship, returning him to active duty. While
Kathy waited, finishing her own studies, C.A. Whitman pulled
strings to have his son released from his military commitment.
Charlie returned to school with a new dedication.
Then, in early 1966, Margaret Whitman left her husband. She
fled to Austin, putting Charlie between his mother and father. His
schoolwork had again begun to falter. At one point he decided to
abandon school altogether, leave Kathy behind, and simply bum
around the country. Only the intercession of professor Barton
Riley, a former Marine, kept him from leaving.
At Riley’s house, Charlie returned to the piano. For a long
time he’d refused to play, even when urged by family and
friends. This time, though, for whatever reason, he couldn’t
resist. He sat down at the baby grand and again played Claire de
Lune. Debussy based his piece on a poem by Paul Verlaine, a
stanza of which reads:

The while they celebrate in minor strain
Triumphant love, effective enterprise,
They have an air of knowing all is vain,–
And through the quiet moonlight their songs rise
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The notes came out all wrong. They didn’t
dance, but thudded loudly and too strong. Yet as
he played, Charlie’s stress seemed to ease, and
Debussy’s lyricism returned.
It was only a few months later, on the evening of
July 31, Charlie’s hands moved across the keys of his
typewriter. “I don’t quite understand what it is that
compels me to type this letter. Perhaps it is to leave
some vague reason for the actions I have recently
performed,” he wrote. “I don’t really understand
myself these days. I am supposed to be an average
reasonable and intelligent young man. However,
lately (I can’t recall when it started) I have been the
victim of many unusual and irrational thoughts.”
He mentioned failed attempts at professional
help with his rising violent impulses, how he’d tried to
face his demons alone and lost. He wrote, “It was after
much thought that I decided to kill my wife, Kathy,
tonight after I pick her up from the telephone
company.” So he did, stabbing his sleeping wife five
times in the chest. She died instantly. “I love her
dearly, and she has been as fine a wife to me as any
man could ever hope to have.” He continued, “I intend
to kill her as painlessly as possible.”
“Similar reasons provoked me to take my
mother’s life also. I don’t think the poor woman has
ever enjoyed life as she is entitled to.” Charlie visited
his mother’s apartment just after midnight on the
morning of August 1, where he strangled her with a
piece of rubber tubing. On his unfinished note Charlie
scribbled, “8-1-66, Mon., 3:00 AM. Both Dead.”
He spent the next morning preparing. He
loaded his Marine footlocker with ammunition, his
Remington bolt-action rifle, a Sears 12-gauge
shotgun, a Remington 35 caliber pump-action rifle, a
M-1 30-caliber carbine, a .357 Magnum, a 9mm
Luger, and a 6.35mm Galesci-Brescia automatic
pistol. He rented a dolly and donned a pair of
overalls. As he wheeled his dolly into the elevator at
the UT tower, everyone assumed he was a janitor.
Vera Palmer, the elevator attendant who would’ve
replaced Edna Townsley at the observation deck 45
minutes later, said to Charlie, “Your elevator is
turned off.” She flipped the switch to enable elevator
#2, and Charlie mumbled with a polite smile, “Thank
you, ma’am. You don’t know how happy that makes
me.” The elevator began to climb.
This is how child Charlie to his Dark Tower came.

Some Whys:

1.) Drug abuse: Feeling overwhelmed by the
demands of a 14-credit college schedule, his part-time
job as a research assistant, and an increasingly
fractured family life, Whitman began binging on
Dexedrine, a powerful amphetamine that kept him
awake for days at a time. The lack of sleep ruined his
concentration, and he fell behind in his schoolwork.
When he could, he took Librium to sleep. Though it’s
uncertain just how extreme his drug use became, he
often suffered headaches, mood swings, and
nervousness in conjunction with his use of Dexedrine,
as well as Dexamyl, a barbiturate-amphetamine
combo. It’s been suggested that August 1 found
Whitman in the grip of amphetamine psychosis
brought on by his drug abuse.
2.) The tumor: The autopsy on Whitman’s body
revealed, in addition to an “unusually thin” skull, a
grayish-yellow tumor 2 x 1.5 x 1 cm in dimensions
just below the thalamus. The Conally Commission, a
task force assembled by the Texas Governor to review
the events of August 1, concluded, “the relationship
between the brain tumor and Charles J. Whitman’s
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6.) Unhealthy view of firearms as problem solvers: Charles
himself made his last wish for biochemical
Whitman grew up with guns, able to shoot the eye out of a
absolution, writing, “After my death I wish that an
squirrel by the time he was twelve. One infamous photo captures
autopsy would be performed to see if there is any
him playing at the beach, a two-year old balancing himself
visible physical disorder. I have had tremendous
between two rifles taller than he. Whitman’s father said, “Those
headaches in the past and have consumed two large guns aren’t to blame for anything,” but had his rage been
bottles of Excedrin in the past three months.”
channeled into less potentially violent pursuits, the argument
3.) Psychological disintegration: On March
29, 1966, Whitman met with UT psychiatrist Dr.
Maurice Dean Heatly. Heatly described a
“massive, muscular youth ... oozing with
hostility,” who believed “something was
happening to him and he didn’t seem to be
himself.” During his first and only visit to the
psychiatrist, Whitman, “self-centered and
egocentric,” complained about his failure to
surpass the domineering father he hated. He
spoke vaguely of his problems, excepting a “vivid
reference to ‘thinking about going up on the
tower with a deer rifle and start shooting
people.’” He wept. Dr. Heatly scheduled a
follow-up appointment for the next week;
Whitman never appeared.

4a.) Disregard for human life, Marine Corps:
The Marine Corps, some argue, instilled in
Charles Whitman the belief he could take lives at
will and without consequence. In Stanley
Kubrick’s “Full Metal Jacket ,” Gunnery Sergeant
Hartman commends the skill of Whitman and
Kennedy assassin Lee Harvey Oswald, saying,
“Those individuals showed what one motivated
Marine and his rifle can do.” He says, “God has a
hard-on for Marines because we kill everything
we see! He plays His games, we play ours! To
show our appreciation for so much power, we
keep heaven packed with fresh souls!” Whitman,
the architect of fear isolated in his high tower,
acted as God acts, killing indiscriminately.
4b.) Disregard for human life, religious
beliefs: After abandoning Catholicism, Whitman
developed his own religious worldview, centered
on a God made of omnipresent energy.
Humans, too, sprung from this energy; after
“death” they returned to it. Since matter can
never be created nor destroyed, Charles
reasoned, there must be an afterlife – a heaven.
There was no hell, because earth was hell.
Death – for his mother, for his wife, for him –

was a gateway to a better place.
5.) Emotional strain: Since the beginning
of 1966, the score to Whitman’s life had
descended into a minor key. As his parents’
marriage disintegrated, he and Kathy were
caught in the middle. C.A. Whitman called
repeatedly, demanding to speak to his wife.
Meanwhile, Charles’s vague, frustrated
ambitions – his diaries are filled with life plans
and money-making schemes that never went
anywhere – gnawed at him. He worried that his
wife provided more for the family than he; he
worried that he’d never best the father he’d
grown to hate. His final notes lay the blame for
Charles’s impending murders at C.A.’s
doorstep. The father’s sins – domestic violence,
overwhelming ambition – had become the
son’s, and on August 1 they erupted.

goes, the son’s spree might not have happened.
7.) A heart born deceitful: In the Calvinist interpretation of
Charles Whitman, he is an egg with a rotten yolk, flawed from
conception. Psychologically, he’d be labeled a sociopath: born with
no innate empathy, he soon learned to imitate a concern for others.
He knew no aim other than self-satisfaction, but concealed this
disregard for the rest of humanity behind a cunning smile. One of
his Marine notebooks reads, “Ways to Camof. [camouflage]
1) Hide
2) Blend
3) Deceive”
The Charles Whitman known to others – the Charlie labeled
“Best Looking,” “Friendliest,” and “Most Mature,” by his college
English professor – was, in this view, a trick of the light
shrouding his heart of darkness.
8.) The stars: In Whitman’s astrological chart, Mars – the
planet associated with action and aggression, named for the
Roman god of death and war – dominates the top half. Specifically,
it draws energy into the 12th House, the realm of psychological
disturbances and self-undoing. Even more ominously, Pluto, the
planet of extremes, of all-or-nothing ambitions, forms a Square
Aspect to the Ascendant Mars. Two planets in the Square Aspect
oppose one another, causing unhealthy stress within the individual.
9.) “Maybe he was just mean as hell,” writes Gary LaVergne,
author of The Sniper in the Tower.
10.) He was mad at the world.
11.) He was crazy.
12.) He was evil.
Does this collage of grim explanation offer any
consolation, reconcile one to the horror of the act? To enter the
over-bright eyes of Charles Joseph Whitman, go beyond the
yearbook smile into his too-thin skull and illuminate the
shadowed spaces there – what would it offer us, the survivors, to
make his darkness visible?
The French have a phrase for it: “tout comprendre c’est tout
pardoner” – “to understand all is to forgive all.” The idea pulls with
the weight of simple tautology: Understanding = forgiveness. In a
proper accounting, with all the facts assembled in their rightful
place and context, a picture will emerge. It will remain appalling,
but it will be whole, comprehensible. It will be powerless to
beckon with its dead zones and known unknowns, a picture in
which all shadows are named and thereby made impotent. Such
complete understanding offers the possibility of forgiveness, and at
the rawest edges of humanity – among the Pol Pots and the Hitlers,
the Charles Mansons and the Charles Whitmans, the Dresdens and
9/11’s, where the human capacity for atrocity exceeds our ability
to make sense of it – the possibility is more important than its
fulfillment. If we cannot move ourselves to forgiveness – because
our understanding is necessarily incomplete – we need the belief
that somewhere in that abyss a light exists bright enough to hold
out the promise: Forgive, and live.
And yet still there is Charles Whitman, shade without color,
another mirage in the overheated Texas air, climbing his tower like
a man ascending a throne, dark sovereign of the twilight kingdom.
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Charles Whitman is dead
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D.R. Schmidt

, his body and his secre ts buried
beneath a simple metal plaque in West Palm
Beach, Florida. He is dead
and we are alive. Just as Claire Wilson survi
ved Whit man’s bulle t, Austi n,
Amer ica, the huma n world outlived his rage.
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“These photographs are part of a larger project attempting to understand how war and
the need to fight war, has formed our world: how so many of the spaces we occupy; the
technologies we use; and the ways we understand ourselves, are created by military conflict.”
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“The battlefields of Afghanistan and Iraq are the most obvious manifestations of
this process. However, just as much ‘battlefields’ – landscapes/surfaces created
by war – are the extraordinary instant cities thrown up by refugees; the bizarre
environments created by electronic eavesdropping; the cordon thrown around a
US Presidential election candidate or the face of a young girl dying from AIDS in a
country where an already feeble health system was smashed by years of civil war.”
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“What these ‘landscapes’ have in common – their basis in war – is fundamentally downplayed
in our society. I was astounded to discover that the long, straight, bustling, commercial
road that runs through my neighbourhood of London follows an old Roman road. In
places the Roman stones are still buried beneath the modern tarmac. The road system
built by the Romans was their most crucial military technology, their equivalent of the
stealth bomber or the Apache helicopter – a technology that allowed a huge empire to
be maintained by a relatively small army that could move quickly and safely along these
paved, all-weather roads. It is extraordinary that London, a city that should be shaped by
Tudor kings, the British Empire, Victorian engineers and modern international finance, is
a city fundamentally drawn, even to this day, by abandoned Roman military hardware.”
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“Anybody interested in the effects of war quickly becomes an expert in ruins, and these
images are the result of a long fascination with ruins and their portrayal in Art. Some of
the earliest photographers were Ruin Photographers and they drew on the devastation
and decay in the paintings of Nicolas Poussin and Claude Lorrain; in the garden designs
of Capability Brown and in the poetry of the likes of Shelley and Byron. The ruins in
these artworks were philosophical metaphors about the foolishness of pride; about awe
and the Sublime; about the power of God; and, most importantly to me, the vanity of
Empire. The photographs I am showing were all taken since 9/11, a very special time
to be thinking about the making of a new global empire. A time to think of the cruelty
necessary for its construction and what these new ruins might mean for all of us.”
20
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more of Simon Norfolk’s work can be seen at www.simonnorfolk.com
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So you were in the studio a lot more than usual. How’d that feel once you were
out on the road?
When we fi nished the record we didn’t really know how to play any of
the songs. It wasn’t like we practiced every song for every day for three
months. We did one song at a time and by the time we were actually ready to
perform these songs live, we had to go back and re-learn them. It affected the
way we played the shows.
When we recorded the songs, I don’t we had the sense that once we
recorded it, ‘This is it, this is the fi nished version.’ I always think that every
time we play it, it’s kind of a different variation, and now that we’re playing
the songs again, live, it’s kind of the same idea as it was on the album. So,
although the songs are played with a lot of variations from the recording, the
idea behind them is more the same on this record than on previous records. It
was the same idea of variation – everyone kind of playing it as if we had a
million other chances to play it, too. There wasn’t one way to play it. It was
kind of like a sketch that we fi lled in differently every night.
A lot of bands have a very perfected studio album, and then they’re live
playing is a little sloppy, or whatever. I think with us the live and the studio
album are kind of the same: neither is perfect. There isn’t even a perfect
example to compare it to.
popu larity would be based on, ‘How much
– I think those are the real central problems
can I get in how little time?’ or something
It sounds like in trying to get at
. Maybe that’s strange for me to of everything you’re going to make.
say, but I imagine with the lifest yle most
the essence of the song, you’re
people lead, that’s something
We really did want to make a record that
people value. Certa inly in most types of
almost playing cover versions of
media, getting your idea across is didn’t have any bummers on it. When we were
your own material.
considered a prized virtue.
getting ready to make this record and we kinda
Yeah. Yeah, definitely. Uhm…uh
[pause] … Yeah. [Here, the
interviewer suspects, Mr. Cohen
was rendered speechless by
the pseudo-profundity of the
interviewer’s comment.]
In reading the reviews for this
album, I noticed they kept
coming back to calling this
your most “accessible” album.
It seems like that’s what you’re
getting at -- the question of
accessibility and how far you
can go before something that’s
“accessible” becomes, like you
said, background music, and
the level of attention you can
have and still keep people
involved in the music.”

I think a lot of music maga zines, when they
use the term “acce ssible,” they
mean “more famil iar” – not necessarily that
the ideas are conc isely
expre ssed, but that they’re easily grasped.
It depends on what’s famil iar to you.
And it always has that double-edged swor
d of being too famil iar, where
you don’t get anyth ing out of it and it beco
mes background music.
I think if you go too far in either direc tion,
whet her every thing
becomes more condensed or every thing
sprawls, you risk getting to the
point of unfam iliarity. For example, like
I was saying before, if you had a
ten-second song that had 100 ideas in it,
people would be like,

Do you think that being
more accessible would be
stretching it out – maybe
fewer ideas per minute
would be more accessible?
It’s really funny if you think
about it, because you’d think

‘Uh!’ It’s
not famil iar anymore, because there’s
noth ing to latch onto. It might be
impercept ible; every thing might go by
so quick ly you might not even
perceive it on the fi rst listen. And I think
many people really only listen to
music once unless there’s some thing that
draws them back again.
On the other side of it, if you just do the
same thing over and over
again for ten hour s, like Erik Satie, then
that’s considered very
experimental music. What’s the range
of accessibility?
I’m very confused about what make s
some thing “acce ssible.” A lot of
times I fi nd myself listen ing to music
and getting very bored, because
some thing repeats too many times or
I feel an idea isn’t wort h quite as
much attention as it’s getting. There’s
a window we are always just on the
edge of. It’s nice if we can fall in there
, but I think we’re always right on
the edge of it – it might just be annoying,
or it might just be boring, you
know? That actua lly really interests me.
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Do you have that window in mind when
you put toget her a song?
We have that in mind every time we
put toget her a setlis t, or make
any record, or even make a song. I think
those are real central ques tions

knew it was going to be longer than our other
records, we were kinda looking at other double
albums to see how we wanted to approach this.
All of the classic double albums you can think of,
like The White Album or Exile on Main Street or
Trout Mask Replica. We were talking about all of
those and – Trout Mask Replica, I’ve never felt
that there’s any filler on there; that one totally
works for me –but when I went to listen to The
White Album, I realized that I’ve never even
listened to it the whole way through! I probably
sound obnoxious criticizing other bands in my
interview, but I wouldn’t want our album to be
like The White Album. There are things I feel
didn’t quite work. Exile on Main Street – there are
songs I definitely skip over when I listen to that.
It took a lot of scheming to get something
that we though people wouldn’t skip over. It’s
like you were saying with Atom Heart Mother
[Pink Floyd’s 21:30 minute epic that takes up an
entire album side]. Those couple songs on the
other side – I’d be bummed if there was a side on
our record that people really ignored.
And there’s no real way to gauge that, the
success, other than for yourself. If it’s
successful for you -- and I guess I can’t quite
gauge the success just yet. I’m happy with it,
as far as I can remember.

PITTSBURGH NATIVES ANTI-FLAG have been
making the punk rock since 1993. Raucous,
politically-charged albums like 1996’s Die for the
Government, Their System Doesn’t Work For You,
A New Kind of Army, and Underground Network
have railed against America’s corporate-owned,
neo-fascist government. In 2004, they received
kudos from U.S. Representative Jim McDermott for
their efforts in encouraging America’s youth to
participate in government. -Paul Klaus
How’d it feel to be back in Pittsburgh?
We always love playing Pittsburgh. It is literally more
like a party than a rock show for us. It was fun; our family
and friends were there, and a lot of people that we’ve known
over the years. It was just a good time.
Any juicy details on the new album? What kind of
direction are you taking?
Monsanto is an agribusiness giant and a pretty evil
company, so we have a song about that. We have a song
about what’s going on in Darfur, Sudan. We have a song
about people losing their identity by working in
corporate America and how your work isn’t what defines
you. So we have some general songs, but those are the
more specific ones.
You talk a lot about that politics in your music,
obviously, but do you think every band, in the post9/11 environment especially, ought to have some level
of political engagement?
No, I think that every band should record the music
they believe in. For us, we think that activism in music is an
exciting and amazing idea. We’re very
excited by the idea of change and equality
Deek 20
and justice, so those things excite us with
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music. Other people aren’t as excited about
those things as we are, so they write songs
that they’re excited about. I always welcome
people to express political and social and
justice ideas through music; however, I don’t
think all music has to have those ideas. I
think music has to be somethi ng you really,
truly believe in. If it isn’t, then it’s crap.
You guys have been recording for almost
10 years, album-w ise.
I know. That’s fucked up, huh?
Hard to believe I bet, looking back on it.
1996 was a much different time.
But at the same time it still was similar in
that we were invading Serbia, and the fi rst war
in Iraq was in ’91. So those things were and
still are very evident in the America n culture.
War and militarism as an underlyi ng economic
current has been going on for probably the past
hundred years, so it might be on the surface a
very different time, underne ath it’s very similar to
what it was in ’96 or even ’56.
Does it discourage you to recognize that
similar ity?
No, because I think that’s somethi ng that needs
to be talked about. People need to be aware of it in this
country. Why have we been in a war or a military action since
World War II? Why have we been fighting wars and spending
all our money on the military rather than helping our citizens
and educating our people? Those are major questions that we
need to have answere d.
Obviously it’s discouraging that that’s going on, but it’s
more discouraging to see that it’s happeni ng and accept it.

It sounds that you’re content to not change
the world, but maybe would settle for
changing, say, one mind per concert.
Yeah – I have neither the ability nor the
power to change very much at all. All that we’ve
been able to do is offer up different ideas and
make them available for people to hear and think
about. That is powerful in and of itself, but it’s
not power in the fact that you’re changing
anybody or making anybody else do anything. I
think that’s the big difference: we’re trying to offer
up different ideas so people can say either, “Hey,
that makes sense” or, “Hey, that’s full of shit. I
can’t believe they’re saying that.”
It’s a different idea, and it starts a dialogue.
The more dialogue we have as a culture and as a
people, the better off we are.

In that vein, it seems like a lot of punk music
has a sort of “Smash the state” message.
Ian MacKaye, of Minor Threat and Fugazi,
once said, “It’s not that I’m out to smash
the state. I’m just interested in building
my own damn state.”
Exactly. He’s a much more articulate man
than I am. We’re looking for a space where people
are treated with respect and dignity not just
because you are of a certain race or gender, or
because you were lucky enough to be born in a
certain place, but for everybody.
If that means tearing down the state, then I’ll
take it! (laughs)
But if that means to just change what we’ve got
– if we can all achieve the same goal – then I’m in
favor of that, too.

With your audience, do you feel you start a
dialogue, or do you feel like you’re preaching to
the choir?
I definitely, on a one-on-one level, have a dialogue
with the people who come out to the rock shows.
There is a dialogue that goes on; I learn a lot of the
things that I talk about through talking to people that I
meet at rock shows or talking to people at protests.
There’s defi nitely a dialogue that goes on. On
some level, sure, the people who are there are looking
for something similar to what I’m looking for, so in
that sense there is a little bit of preaching to the
converted. I wouldn’t say it’s preaching to the
converted so much as having discussions with the
converted, empowering the converted, organizing the
converted. I like to think of it that way.

How do you think your audience has changed in
the last ten years?
I really don’t think that they’ve changed that
much. I think it’s people who are looking for
something more than they’re getting in
mainstream culture, and they’re coming to places
that are providing alternatives to what they’re
seeing on CNN or Fox News, and what they’re
seeing on MTV. People are looking for something
other than that, and I think that’s what we’ve been
doing since we started.
I think that’s what drew me to this music in
the fi rst place. We, as people, were looking for
something other than what we were being offered,
because we thought what we were being offered
was crap.

In the sense that you’re all looking for a free
expression of ideas, do you see yourself carrying
on the tradition of groups like the Dead Kennedys?
Yeah, but I don’t know if we’re carrying on what the
Dead Kennedys did, or whether we’re carrying on what
Woody Guthrie did, or we’re carrying on what the people who
inspired Woody Guthrie did. I think throughout history, good music
has had, for me, a social or justice or freedom and equality message
to it. I think the Dead Kennedys tapped into that, and that inspired
and excited them just as it did other people, and it does us, and
hopefully in the future it will do for other bands.
So you think if you weren’t doing it, someone else would be?
I’m sure of it. I hope that would be the case. We’re just lucky
enough at this moment in time that people are interested in it, but we’re
doing what people have done for hundreds of years.

Can you see yourself still doing it in twenty
years?
I hope so. It’s a difficult lifestyle – touring
and playing music is difficult to do. But if I’m not
doing it, I’m sure there’ll be someone else who
will be doing a similar thing to what we’re doing.
They’ll be carrying the torch for me, so if I’m too
old and miserable to go out and tour all the time,
there’ll be other bands and other people who will
be able to do that.
I don’t think it’s necessary for us to do it; I’d
like to, obviously, if I can still handle it. But there’ll
still be other people out there doing it. There’ll
always be somebody doing it.
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Mulch
SirMillard

SIR MILLARD MULCH IS IN THE BODY SHO
P. The virtuoso
guitarist/keyboardist/percussionist progressi
ve rocker probably
tools around his Florida hometown in a Rob
Zombie “Dragula”style Munster-mobile, and I hope he’s adding
evil smiley-face
headlights. Or trading in his driver’s seat for
a throne of skulls.
Or at least that he’s getting his Toyota tuned.
-Greg Presto

“Oh, no,” he says. “I’m in The Body
Shop.
In Sarasota Square Mall.”
“You know... smelly things and stuff
you
wash your self with.”
“The ‘underground mainstream’ is sort
of
a false dichotomy,” he says. “The popu
lar
mainstream... I feel that is the battl
efield.
I believe my creations need to be there
.”
Like many of his progressive rock
colleagues, Mulch wasn’t always enth
usiastic
about the mainstream. But a six-week
stint in
2003 with what Mulch calls “really
intense
telesales” triggered a nervous breakdow
n.
“It pushed me over the edge,” Mulc
h says
of the sales job. “It ruined whatever
was in me,
so I was then empty.”
Rather than escape the subject, Mulc
h
delved deep into the source of his empt
iness. He
devoured sales and business books,
underlining
and highlighting entire pages of “you
can do it”
tomes and listening to 30-day Tony
Robbins
inspirational CD sets. In his searching
, Mulch
discovered something: Living like a
scummy
artist is exactly like starting your own
business.
“It was like when Luke Skywalker’s
in the
swamp, and he sees Darth Vader’s
head,”
Mulch says. “I discovered that the
pop world is
where I actually need to be.”
That revelation led Mulch on a twoyear
odyssey of shut-in recording and writi
ng that
culminated with How to Sell..., the
multi-disc
“magnum opus” and accompanyin
g 222-page
book that seems to satirize all thing
s
commercial in tracks like “How to
Quit Your
Job and Make Millions!” and “The
Best Job in
the World (Sales Is).” There’s even
a third disc
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titled “Journey To The Underworld of Buyer’s
Remorse” that isn’t even a real CD; it’s a CD-shaped
clear piece of plastic that won’t play. And while it’s
clear that most of the album is as cynical as it seems,
Mulch insists that his enchantment with sales and
marketing is in some way earnest.
“Becoming a successful artist parallels being an
entrepreneur,” Mulch says. “You’re trying to make
something that wasn’t there, and trying to make it
successful. And you have to take that leap of faith.”
That the album’s message is not completely
satirical is nowhere as unexpected as its sound. On an
album featuring artists who have worked with acts
such as Steve Vai, Tears for Fears and Devin Townsend
– a man who once concluded his live metal show by
imploring his audience to “Suck a turd to a point, then
stab yourself” – you expect sweeping, 25-minute tracks
of mythological alien stories shrieked over lightningfast metal guitars and mind-melting synthesizer play.
And while the instrumental virtuosity is there (and the
mythology makes an appearance), Mulch offers a
surprisingly un-metal sound with vocal stylings
reminiscent of They Might Be Giants.
“You’ve got a lot of mainstream music, and then
you’ve got Steve Vai,” Mulch says. “I want to take They
Might Be Giants and have Devin Townsend-style bands
understand it, rather than shoving it down their throats. I
don’t see why all these things can’t be mashed together.”
And while Mulch’s mash-up of all things musical and
sales may be a masterpiece, a two hour album of spoken
word marketing diatribes, nine-part guitar and drum solo
tracks, and cut-ups of both Creed and Styx that is at times
unlistenable and is unquestionably unperformable does
not lend itself to mainstream consumption. But Mulch
doesn’t mind. For him, the album represents a turning
point, both as an artist and a person.
“It was a necessary step in the destruction of
myself, destroying everything I believed,” Mulch says.
“I see it as an end and a beginning, a stepping stone to
something bigger.”

Of course, where that stone steps is
unclear. Because his intricate
instrumentation would require virtually
unlimited resources to perform, Sir Millard
has cancelled the live tour he’d scheduled to
promote the album (“Most of the Sir Millard
Mulch live shows have consisted of me
standing in front of a microphone and
experiencing technical difficulties.”). Instead,
Mulch hopes the album will create a buzz
such that he might catch on with a major
label band, as he did with a dubious stint as
a guest keyboardist for Ween.
“Every time Mickey or Aaron would
say, ‘We’re Ween,’ I would say, ‘And I’m
Sir Millard Mulch!,’” Mulch recounts on his
website. “Then when they’d say, ‘This song
is called _______ by Ween,’ I would say,
“And Sir Millard Mulch is playing
keyboards on it!’”
No bands have since taken a chance on
hiring Mulch – “Sociopathic entrepreneurs
make terrible employees, as we can see from
previous experience,” he says – but he
remains hopeful. In the meantime, Mulch
has been trying to readjust to the outside
world after two years of seclusion. You
know, getting out of the house. To places
like The Body Shop.
“It’s sort of a weird transition for
someone who was going insane, living in
filth and eating ramen while writing a book
and recording,” he says. “You come off a bit
clumsy and awkward.”
“It’s also pretty hard to find a
girlfriend,” Mulch says. “And Jennifer and
Jessica [Body Shop employees] don’t really
dig the Sir Millard Mulch ‘thing.’ So if you
can help me with that.”

SIR MILLARD MULCH SURPRISES YOU.
albums,
Without name recognition, touring or previous best-selling
c designer
he’s a relative nobody in the rock world – a part-time graphi
for him to
recording his work in his mother’s house between her cries
latest
his
Yet
car.”
my
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nce
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piece is, well, astonishing.

Sounds like: Guapo, Yes, Trans Am
Good for: Watching The Neverending Story with the
sound turned down to see if it lines up with the album.
It’s a very welcome change to hear a
band that doesn’t fit in with most of the
synthesizer-driven rock music surfacing
lately. Chromelodeon is that band. An 8-piece group that produces
heavily prog-based instrumental epics, utilizing everything from
keys, accordian, violin, theremin, and vocoders, Chromelodeon
could never be mistaken for any dance-punk synthesizer schlock.
Heart of Sawdust was released on Bloodlink Records, the same
label that has put out releases from indie-wierdos like An Albatross,
Milemarker, and Atom & his Package. Chromelodeon may be closest
in relation to An Albatross, but are much more given to Rick

Wakeman’s 70s prog keyboard work, combined with some
of the sinsiter musings of Fantomas for good measure.
The six tracks on this record clock in at almost a
half an hour, with each track building and climbing in
a very straightforward manner (straight forwardly?).
Their songs are not simplistic, but from the start of the
first track to the end of track six, Chromelodeon seem
to be driving towards the finish line. Or maybe they’re
flying on the wings of some fantastic griffon. Whatever
it is, I hope they don’t stop.

Bloodlink Records | www.chromelodeon.com
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Sounds like: Frodus, Antioch Arrow, Ink & Dagger
Good for: Re-wiring brain functions.
Given that I had never actually listened to the band Jaks
before stumbling across this retrospective release from Three
One G Records, I was left in awe and slightly confused by
what I heard. Was that Kevin Mcdonald from Kids in the
Hall singing, or am I imagining things?
This collection of Jaks’ entire recorded discography is a
must for anyone who has any interest in post-punk, mathrock, goth-punk, or even considers themselves to be
intelligent in any way, shape, or form. Once I made it past
the very 80s-goth vocals of singer Katrina Ford, I was roped
in by the complex, stuttering rhythms and jittery guitars. It
should be no surprise that the only LP ever released by Jaks,

1995’s Hollywood Blood Capsules, was produced by...,
yep, Steve Albini. But even without that credibility to
guide you, this is a band to certainly familiarize yourself
with. While they may have disbanded almost 10 years
ago, their relation to bands that are flourishing these
days is unmistakable. Known perhaps more for
spattering fake blood on themselves during their live
shows than helping the Blood Brothers find their sound,
Jaks will be doomed to live forever in some strange
nether-region of weirdo-90s noise acts.

http://www.threeoneg.com/
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Local Honey
S/T

Sounds like: Dolly Parton, PJ Harvey, The
Band, Willie Nelson, Bob Dylan, Carl
Perkins, The Misfits, Patsy Cline, Billy
Idol, Loret ta Lynn, Kitty Wells, Handsome
Family, Nick Cave, Neko Case, Grady Stiles
Jr., Carter Family,
Johnny Cash, Ed Gein, Magnolia Electr ic Comp
any
Good for: So many things. Includ ing reeva luatin
g, starti ng over
again. Just in case.

Loveclutch Records
http://www.myspace.com/localhoneypittsburg
h

Swor n Enemy

The Beginning of the
En

d
Sounds like: The beg inn
ing of the end.
Good for: Wondering
if the apocalypse wil l
act ual ly be accompan
ied by the sou nd of
scream ing, ang ry wh ite
dudes. “The end is
here,” they might say.
“Le t’s thrash!” Or: “D
ear God, can I bri ng my
Hughe s & Ke ttner to
hel l? Yes? Sweet. See
you there!”
Abacu
s Records | www.sworn
enemynyc.com
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Bif Naked

Spitfire

Stuyvesant

Self-Help

Sounds like: Lot s of scre ami
ng and yell ing
about, among other things,
eati ng people.
The Hau nted, Strapping You
ng Lad, God
Forbid, Dev ilDriver, Pantera
Good for: Fuck that. Sele cted
lyric: “Ge t
strappe d dow n, and enjoy
the ride / bec ause natu ral sele
ction is on
thei r side / between arrival
and departu re from point a
to point b /
the bright side of ambiguity
is all we see / I ran into my
brother at
the trot h today / he tasted
good.”
Good Fellow Records | www.g
oodfellowrecord

Quit More Often
Sounds like: Sum 41, Unwritten Law,
Jimmy Eat World
Good for: Hating The Establishment

www.stuyvesantrock.com

Superbeautifulmonster

Children of Bodom

Sounds like: Courtney Love, Letters to
Cleo, Veruca Salt, Aimee Mann,
Aaaaaaaaav vvvvvvrrrrr rriiiiiiiilllllll lllll
Lavagnay
Good for: Oh Jesus. Uh, pretending
you’re younger than you are, and
rebelling, sort of, but not in any hostile or frightening way – like
boycotting Kentucky Fried Chicken because they... kill...
chickens. Also good for: Being Canadian. (Note to parents: This
album contains the sound of Her Royal Majesty coming to a
fake-soundi ng sexual climax. In the future, you might want to
go ahead and consider abortion.)

Are You Dead Yet?

Sounds like: Dark Tranquility, Amon Amarth,
Type O Negative, Strapping Young Lad
Good for: Writing wicked guitar solos!

Spinefarm Records
www.childrenofbodom.com

s.com

Lamb of God
KG Fields
Arminarminarm
Sounds like: Cat Power, Hayden,
Devendra Banhart
Good for: Finally leaving, moving away, not
really knowing where you’re going but heading
west, driving across our vast country with
your best friend, your only friend in the world,
during summertime in a Plymouth Horizon with no air conditioning
(but an awesome sound system), blindly dismissing all of your
meaningless obligations, knowing that you’re never turning back –
because there’s no turning back now.

Killadelphia

Sounds like: Unea rth, Meshugga h,
Six Feet Under, dying child ren
Good for: Swee t, swee t revenge.

Epic/Prosthetic Records
www.lamb-of-god.com

Sort Of Records | www.kgﬁelds.com
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Ryan Lee Crosby/
The Instances
split cassette/CD

Cosby Sounds like: Elliott Smi
th, Jeff Buckley,
Mark Lanega n, East River
Pipe and, in a way,
Simon and Gar fun kel
The Instances Sound Like: Yes
, most defi nitely. They defi
nitely do.
Good for: Sitt ing in you r roo
m in the dark, not real ly kno
wing where
any thing is, except for the
glass of vod ka in you r hand.
Also: fi ngerpicking.
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Her Royal Majesty’s Records/Warner
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A.R.E. Weapons

Free In The Streets

Sounds like: Motorhead, Iggy Pop, Danzig, only
with lots of synthesizers and very, very silly lyrics
like “I got a dog! [bring it!] / He lives in a cage!
/
I got a dog! [bring it!] / yeah, he is a slave!”
Good for: Break ing into uncontrollable
fits of laughter.
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Park Chan-Wook’s vengeance
trilogy offers food for thought
to those who think revenge
is a dish best served cold.
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Oldboy
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KOREAN DIRECTOR PARK CHAN-WOOK
doesn’t make “feel good” movies. Few psychologicallybalanced moviegoers can leave a two-hour cycle of
violent reprisals – drownings, electrocutions, severed
tendons and baseball bat beatings – with a sunny
smile. Nor does the director expect his audience to
Vengeance, the ﬁrst
stoically endure Sympathy for Mr. Vengeance,
part of his vengeance trilogy. The series, continued in
Vengeance, offers
Oldboy and Sympathy for Lady Vengeance,
of violent retribution,
idea
the
on
several perspectives
and Park refuses to let audiences off the hook. “I don’t
feel enjoyment watching ﬁlms that evoke passivity,” he
says. “If you need that kind of comfort, I don’t
understand why you wouldn’t go to a spa.”

Vengeance. The
It’s difficult not to react viscerally to Sympathy for Mr. Vengeance.
fi lm begins with the story of Ryu (Ha-kyun Shin), a deaf-mute art student.
When the sister who’d always taken care of him desperately needs a kidney
transplant, he drops out, taking double shifts at a factory to pay for the
operation. He even offers to donate his own kidney. Only after he’s gotten the
money do the doctors explain that his blood type doesn’t match his sister’s.
The surgery can’t go through; she’ll be placed a waiting list, meaning she’ll
probably die before a donor appears.
Like many characters in Park’s trilogy, Ryu is an ordinary person in a
desperate situation. He considers himself a good person, a hard worker, but
he’s run out of options. His girlfriend Cha (Du-na Bae), a self-proclaimed
anarchist revolutionary, persuades him to kidnap the daughter of wealthy
businessman Park Dong-jin (Kang-ho Song). They’ll keep the girl for a couple
days, get their money, and save Ryu’s sister. “There are good kidnappings and
there are bad kidnappings,” Cha reassures the reluctant Ryu.
This small, desperate act sets in motion a chain of horrible repercussions.
Ryu’s world – evoked by Park with spare cinematography and an often
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slimmest hope for happiness amid the bloodshed, Lady Vengeance fi nds Park
addressing the question of genuinely redemptive violence. Combining the
kidnapping and prison motifs of the earlier fi lms, it’s the story of Geum-ja
(Yeong-ae Le, who also starred in Park’s Joint Security Area),
Area), a kidnapper
just released after a 13-year prison sentence. Known as a “kindly angel”
during her jail time, once free she becomes cold and detached, donning
blood-red eye shadow like warrior paint.
It seems that kindly Geum-ja spent 13 years in prison for a crime she
didn’t commit. As a 19 year-old runaway she’d been accused of the
kidnapping and murder of a five year-old boy, Won-mo. The public outcry
that followed ensured a quick conviction, but the real murderer was Mr.
Baek, who had taken Geum-ja into his home. He’d forced her into the
abduction by threatening her baby daughter, who he then gave up for
adoption. With her freedom restored, Geum-ja sets out to fi nd Mr. Baek and
make him pay.
What sets Geum-ja apart from Park’s earlier revenge-seekers is her sense
of guilt. Even though she didn’t kill Won-mo, she asks his parents for
forgiveness, even going so far as to cut off her fi nger as penance. She is
haunted by her complicity – Mr. Baek also told her there are good
kidnappings and bad kidnappings – and craves salvation rather than
vengeance. Where Ryu and Dae-su Oh demand bloody eye-for-an-eye
retribution, Geum-ja seeks a higher kind of justice – though often just as
bloody, it’s the justice of atonement, of a victim’s forgiveness rather than a
revenger’s violence. In her pursuit of Mr. Baek, Geum-ja seeks not to balance
the scales between the two of them, but between her and Won-mo.
“Basically, I’m throwing out the question ‘When is such violence
justified?’” Park Chan-Wook says of the trilogy. “To get that question to
touch the audience physically and directly – that’s what my goal is. In the
experience of watching my fi lm, I don’t want the viewer to stop at the mental
or the intellectual. I want them to feel my work physically. And because that
is one of my goals, the title ‘exploitative’ will probably follow me around for
a while.” There are many reasons to exploit the language of violence – to
assert one’s own righteousness, to punish the wicked, to exercise naked
power, to name an easy three – but Park’s ‘exploitation’ asks a more difficult
question: Can such violence ever be right?
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Wild

ma ke
Timothy Treadwell felt he couldn’t
went to
it in the huma n world. Instead, he
self
live with grizzly bears, ca lling him
their “protector.” -Cliff Pallete

eathinthethe

AT ABOUT THE HOUR MARK IN WERNER HER
ZOG’S
brilliant documentary, Grizzly Man, the ﬁlm’s comp
lex subject,
Timothy Treadwell, gushes to the camera, “I’m in
love with my
animal friends. I’m in love with my animal friends!”
He pauses,
then conﬁdes – again, to the camera – “I’m very, very
troubled.”
It’d be easy to agree with that glib assessment.
After all, Treadwell spent over a decade camping deep within
Alaska’s Katmai National Park. He spent months in the
wilderness, talking to his camera and to the 500-to-1000
pound grizzles he’d appointed himself to protect. He lived
among them completely unguarded, capturing astounding
footage beyond any nature documentary. “I think they’ve
been misunderstood,” Treadwell said, and made it his calling
to debunk the myth of grizzlies as lethal killing machines.
In the fall of 2003, at the end of his thirteenth summer
in what he called “The Grizzly Maze,” Treadwell and his
girlfriend, Amie Huguenard, were killed and eaten. Werner
Herzog, the Bavarian director whose films Fitzcarraldo and
Aguirre, The Wrath of God explore madness and nature,
became custodian of Treadwell’s footage – over 100 hours
worth. In this raw material and in interviews with those who
knew him, Herzog searches for the Timothy Treadwell lying
somewhere beyond the mere facts of his life and death.
“Troubled” doesn’t begin to describe Treadwell, a
former alcoholic and drug user who bargained with Mother
Nature for his redemption. “I was troubled. I drank a lot,” he
tells Iris, a fox confidant. When 12-step programs and
quitting cold turkey failed, he found another option: “I
promised the bears that if I would look over them, would
they please help me become a better person.”
Apparently it worked. Treadwell stopped drinking,
and his work with Grizzly People, a wilderness
preservation group he founded, inspired and amazed.
Even Herzog, who maintains a skeptical distance
throughout the film, says, “I don’t believe he saved the
bears as much as the bears saved him.”
But it’s hard to ignore that his redemption ultimately
killed him. Sam Egli, a helicopter pilot, remarks that
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The Staircase

Directed by Jean-Xavier De Lestrade
ON THE NIGHT OF DECEMBER 9, 2001, the
Durham, North Carolina, police department received a
frantic phone call from novelist Michael Peterson.
Breathlessly, near-hysterically, he tells the operator that his
wife has fallen down the stairs. The operator asks if she is
still breathing; Peterson answers yes, but says there’s blood
everywhere and they need to hurry. When paramedics
arrive minutes later, Kathleen Peterson is already dead.
When police find several lacerations on her head, Michael
Peterson, his clothing spattered with his wife’s blood, is arrested for murder.
What followed was one of most sensational murder trials in recent memory,
and director Jean-Xavier De Lestrade had remarkable access to its participants.
His film, a 6-hour documentary that originally aired on the Sundance Channel,
mirrors the justice system’s attempt to reach judgment. The camera is constantly
probing the suspect and his family, his prosecutors and defense. At the center,
Peterson, a complex, charming enigma, could be your father. He could also be a
murderer. As the film progresses, we learn more about him – his first wife also
died from a fall; he had homosexual liaisons that Kathleen may or may not have
known about – but we seem to know him less. As evidence for and against him
stacks up, the man himself remains opaque.
Where the American legal system finally pronounces judgment on Michael
Peterson, The Stairvase does not. It asks wider questions about the nature of
American justice, wealth, and tolerance, and by chronicling one family’s experience,
leaves the answers up to us.

Dear Wendy
Jamie Bell, Bill Pullman, & Michael Angarano
Directed by Thomas Vinterberg. Written by Lars von Trier

Treadwell acted “like he was working with
people wearing bear costumes... the bears
probably thought there was something
wrong with him, that he was mentally
retarded.” Herzog, too, disputes Treadwell’s
Disneyfied vision of nature, offering, “the
common denominator of the universe is not
harmony, but chaos, hostility, and murder.”
Treadwell thought he found a soul in nature;
Herzog has no such delusions.
The more time he spent with the bears,
the more Treadwell saw himself as one of
them. In his diary he wrote how much he
hated the “People’s World,” and told friends,
“If I don’t come back, it’s what I want.” His
mission consumed him; imagined poachers
drove him to fits of paranoia. He railed
against the Park Service, refusing to move
camp or maintain a safe distance from the
bears. His mantra, “I will die for these

animals, I will die for these animals, I will die for
these animals,” began to sound less like a declaration
of will and more like a death wish.
Finally, though, Herzog avoids armchair
psychoanalysis. He doesn’t agree with Treadwell’s
dubious claims to environmental stewardship, but
respects him as an artist who reinvented himself as
someone wholly original. Herzog – and you, and I –
can empathize with Treadwell, or we can dismiss
him as a fool. We can’t deny, though, that he had a
dream for which he was willing to live and die.
A line from Treadwell’s final letter reads, “My
transformation complete – a fully accepted wild
animal – brother to these bears. I run free among
them – with absolute love and respect for all the
animals.” It’s that dream, with its outsized hope and
absurdity, in its naiveté and its sadness, in its
essential humanity, that Grizzly Man respects.
- Grizzly Man by Werner Herzog
Lions Gate Films

IT’S INTERESTING TO REALIZE Lars von Trier has
never set foot in America. The director’s recent work, the
Brechtian allegory Dogville and its upcoming sequel, Manderlay,
especially, has taken place in a dreamscape “America,” where the
gap between reality and idealistic rhetoric yawns even vaster
than in the country we know. In its exaggeration it, like all
satire, reveals the absurdity of a reality we take for granted.
In Dear Wendy, Von Trier’s penchant for sparse sets and
affected dialogue has been tempered by director Thomas
Vinterberg, co-founder of the Dogme ‘95 movement. The film,
a story of love’s first blossom between a boy and his gun, follows The Dandies, a sort of
absinthe-and-velvet version of the Trenchcoat Mafia, led by Dick Dandelion (Jamie Bell),
as they play out a brand of “pacifism with guns,” worshipping the power of firearms, but
vowing never to use them to kill (which they euphemistically dub “loving”). They stage
trick-shot competitions, match famous gunmen to their weapons of choice, and write
sonnets to their fi rearms. It’s all very dandyish, drama club with a weapons cache.
All that changes when The Dandies are joined by Sebastian (Danso Cole), a former
gang member in trouble for shooting a rival. (The town sheriff, ironically, sets Sebastian
up with Dick Dandelion, figuring him for a good influence.) As the only member who’s
ever fired a gun in anger, he disrupts The Dandies’ carefully maintained illusion. The
group’s good intentions slowly dissolve as they confront reality, and von Trier realizes
there’s only one way this story can end.

IF WAL-MART WERE ITS OWN ECONOMY,
it would rank 20th in the world, just ahead of Colombia
and rapidly closing on the Ukraine. Last year the
company did $285 billion in sales as the largest private
employer in the United States, Mexico, and Canada. It
also employs its own armed forces, including an entire
fleet of refurbished Los Angeles-class attack submarines.
Ha ha. No, I kid. Unlike arch-rival Scientology,
Wal-Mart does not have a navy. (The Walton family
has an underground bunker worthy of a James Bond
villain, though.) They do, however, import billions
($15 billion, more than Russia or the UK) of dollars
worth of Chinese merchandise each year, with a heavy
markup for American consumers. Simultaneously, the
company has violated labor laws by hiring illegal
immigrants; flouted environmental laws, racking up
millions in fines; and broken every attempt to unionize
its poorly-paid workers.
Those facts – and they are facts – make it difficult to
talk about Wal-Mart in any reasonable, calm manner.
Debates about the retail giant’s business practices sound
a bit like the Sudetenland Crisis, with activists shouting,
“Wal-Mart is HITLER!” Rushing to Wal-Mart’s defense,
libertarians and die-hard capitalists reply, “But Hitler is
good!” And so back and forth we go. (I tease you, WalMart defenders. *wink* (But you love Hitler.))
Robert Greenwald’s new documentary, Wal-Mart:
The High Cost of Low Price, isn’t as strident as all that.
With carefully-chosen media-bites and interviews with
Wal-Mart workers, Greenwald paints an unflattering
picture of The Wal-Mart Nation. It may not yet be
marching into Poland, but it’s not reading bedtime stories
to puppy-dogs, either.
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“We shouldn’t let Osama bin Laden become Lord Voldemort.
We shouldn’t make his name unpronounceable.”

In early 2004, British author
Chris Cleave was working on a
ke
novel set in 1980’s Brooklyn. Li
ty
many of us, he felt a vague anxie
about the world’s direction in
the Age of Terror, & like many
of us he looked for an escape.

July 7: your book is published, appearing the day of the London attacks.
Can you talk a little bit about the aftermath of that situation?
It was pretty messy, actually, emotionally. The whole town was
roughly split into two camps: the people who had been directly affected
by it, who’d had friends or loved ones killed or injured just feeling
absolutely awful, and the rest of the town feeling a sense of absolute
horror at what had happened, and an almost guilty sense of relief they
hadn’t been affected themselves.
I got that times two, really, because my book was so tangled up
with what happened. The coincidence seemed too extreme. A book
about a London terror attack published on the day there was one. I
spent the next month talking to journalists a lot, and I also talked to the
families of some of the people who’d died, trying to see if there was
anything I could do to help. There’s really not much you can do for
people in that situation but try to be sympathetic.
It was a horrible couple of months, really, for London. Right now I
can see signs that London is recovering and has got its normal social and
political life back. But you realize for how very many years that event is
going to scar the city and inform what happens in British politics. [...]
What I find interesting is to compare that to what happened in the
United States in 2001, which was two orders of magnitude more
disastrous. All I can do is admire the way the US has responded to that.
I’m not talking in terms of foreign policy – I’ve got a few arguments
there, frankly – but what I admire is, domestically, how strong people
have been and what sense of national cohesion there is. You didn’t let it
split your nation apart, and there are a lot of interesting dialogues coming
out of that. I can really only admire that. [...]
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It surprised me to see reviews of the book that
labeled the invocation of Osama bin Laden as
“tasteless.” To see an aesthetic judgment applied
to the use of a political ﬁgure -- it seemed as
though they’d put him beyond discussion, beyond
any kind of debate.
Isn’t that interesting? That review in The New York
Times that said the idea of writing to Osama was a
case of simple tastelessness – that’s really interesting,
because for me a novel is many things. For one, it’s an
aesthetic statement. It’s an emotive thing; it’s a rational,
philosophical argument laid out as fiction; it’s ... you
know, you can read it on many levels, but you can’t dismiss
it on the grounds of taste without going slightly further to
justify why you find it tasteless.[...]
We shouldn’t let Osama bin Laden become Lord Voldemort
[villain of the Harry Potter series]. We shouldn’t make his name
unpronounceable. We shouldn’t elevate him to this status of being
beyond rational argument. As soon as we do that, we make
ourselves as crazy as he allegedly is.
If you forbid yourself the possibility of treating someone as a
human, then you have to act inhumanly towards them. That’s
why we’ve restricted ourselves to this level of throwing armies
against one another, which we’ve proven again and again is just
a useless thing to do – it’s because we refuse to accept that the
people we oppose are rational. We don’t agree with them. What
they do is wrong. Some might even say it’s evil, if you believe in
good and evil. What they’re not is crazy. What they’re not is
unreachable. What they’re not is irrational. They’re highlymotivated, highly-effective, quite-together people. And they hate
us. That’s what’s frightening. [...]

There’s been a lot of discussion about the place of art in the aftermath
of tragedy. Many people have made arguments for silent healing, for
not discussing it until we’re all “beyond it.” Recent books by Jonathan
Safran Foer and Ian McEwan have dealt directly with 9/11; others

have taken more oblique approaches. One generally positive review of your book
concluded, “But perhaps now isn’t the time to read it.” How do you react to that
kind of idea?
I’m quite tolerant of that idea. [...] I think it’s probably a minority of
people that will want to tackle those issues head-on, whether to read about
them or to write about them. I’m not claiming to write a book with universal
appeal. That was, in fact, exactly what I wasn’t trying to do – I was trying to
write a book that was quite provocative and quite confrontational and that
not everyone would like. I was fed up with what I felt to be the mediocrity of
the previous attempts to deal with that as a subject. There’s a risk that these
books are sort of sentimental and glib and full of cliché. I wanted to address
what the terrorist threat meant to our society, and how it exposes fault lines
that already exist in our society.
But that’s not everyone’s cup of tea. I’m very comfortable with the idea
that now might not be the best time for many people to read that. My wife, for
example, says, ‘Oh, ok, I’ll read that in a few years time,’ and I respect that. If
you’re of that mindset, it just increases your suffering, and that’s the last thing I
want to do. I just want people who think about these things anyway to read it.
The question about what is the right time is interesting. I think now is
the right time, because I don’t think it’s an issue that’s going to go away. I
think terrorism is defining the decade we live in. It’s ushered in a new way of
thinking about the world – and that’s not just negative. It’s really forced
people to think about the kind of society we want to build; whether that
should be a religious society, a secular society ... what kind of values we
should base our society on.
I don’t think that debate’s going to go away just because we find it
unpalatable. So for me there’s literally no time like the present for writing
about it. I find it incredibly fascinating. [...]
What you need to do in art is find the emotive event and then put it in the
context of why that event is important, why it isn’t just the pornography of
violence, why it isn’t just an entertainment. The reason it’s an interesting
subject for work is because of what it means for the immediate future. These
events are sort of the gatekeepers of the future.
I have no idea if my book achieves that, but I know that if I look back
at some of the great books and works of art in history, I see that as the
common theme. They write soon after the event or sometimes just before it,
because they have an inkling of what’s going to happen. They don’t use the
event for entertainment; they use it to show what it means about how the
world is changing.
As a writer, where do you go from here?
I want to carry on talking about issues that are only made bearable by
love. Against this whole backdrop of being interested in the social issues that
are happening on our planet, I’m continually impressed by human beings’
ability to cope with those changes. I think they cope because, number one,
they have to, and number two, because they have this reservoir of love in
them. We have this love for each other – that really impresses me about
people. Incendiary, for me, is a story about how massive love is, how
unquenchable love is, how it gets people through the most extraordinary
situations. I want to talk about the ‘human steel’ that is love, and how that’s
immutable in the face of changes that are incredibly profound in society.
So that’s what my next book’s about. [...] There’s a few laughs in there,
as well. [laughs]
Good, you need those! [laughs]
It sounded really serious the way I said it, but it’s actually a more lighthearted book than Incendiary was. I felt a real need to give people something
that would make them feel happy and a bit light-hearted, because Incendiary is
a bit heavy. I’ve had people in tears after reading it, and I want to do more
than just make people cry.
- Incendiary by Chris Cleave
Knopf, 2005
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The Assassins’ Gate:
America in Iraq

Project X: A Novel

By George Packer

Vintage, 2005.

By Jim Shepard

Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, 2005.
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their victims, but for those 100 days, “Rule number
one was to kill. There was no rule number two. It
was an organization without complications.” In
that simple rule the killers found comfort. They
lost no sleep.
In some sense, it’s easy to understand
Eichmann’s “I was just following orders”
argument. He was a numbers man, the guy who
made sure the trains ran on schedule. At the
beginning, maybe, he knew those trains led to the
camps, and that death met them there. Eventually,
though, it all became marks on a page.
The killers in Rwanda didn’t have the
detachment of the German industrial machine
behind their efforts. When the radio said it was
time to murder, no one could hide behind
numbers. They took up what they had at hand:
machetes, field tools, and fire. Guns were a
rarity; most men killed with their hands.
But they found it just as easy. Hatfeld
devotes a chapter to “The First Time,” in which
his interviewees – men whose consciences seem
bewildered more than guilty, as if they’ve
awoken from a dream to find themselves
damned – recount their first kill. One says, “First
I cracked an old mama’s skull with a club. But
she was already lying there almost dead on the
ground, so I did not feel death at the end of my arm. I went home that
evening without even thinking about it.”
It was not hard for them to avoid thinking about it, because the
Hutus had spent years dehumanizing their Tutsi neighbors. “Before, we
could fool around among ourselves and say we were going to kill them

all, and the next moment we would
join them to share some work or a
bottle,” one killer said, “We could toss
around awful words without awful
thoughts. The Tutsis did not even get
very upset.” One day, awful words
melted into awful actions.
When Eichmann in Jerusalem
was published, The New York Times
Book Review condemned it as an
insult to the Holocaust. If it were
possible to forget the horrors of
Hitler’s war machine, the Times said,
“one could almost assume that in
some parts of the book the author is
being whimsical.” The Times reacted
so vehemently because recognizing
Eichmann as simply a cog in the
bureaucracy of death robbed him of
mythical power, and we want to keep
our monsters even after realizing they
wear a human face. Yet every time
we are tempted to forget, n Germany,
in Armenia, in Rwanda, in Darfur
(where Western authorities still refuse
to intervene), and in a thousand
other pits of darkness, we are
reminded that, in W.H. Auden’s line,
“Evil is unspectacular and always
human, and shares our bed and eats
at our own table.”

- Machete Season by Jean Hatzfeld
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2005

The dream of a free and
democratic Iraq –a dream to snare
men’s minds – has an elegant and
insidious simplicity. Remove Saddam
Hussein, it whispers, and the people of
Iraq will bask in the warm glow of
liberty. This dream, nursed in
Washington think-tanks and attended
by Iraqi exile groups, is now, for better
or worse, being tested in the real world.
George Packer’s The Assassins’
Gate: America in Iraq is the story of that
dream. Through its champion, exiled Iraqi dissident and writer
Kanan Makiya, it spreads through corridors of power, finding former
Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz especially vulnerable to
its charms. He and fellow neoconservatives made it official policy,
leading, with few substantial roadblocks, to the current misadventure
in the Middle East.
Packer traces these developments with near-omniscience. He’s
in the President’s back rooms, hearing Donald Rumsfeld crow
about the future profits Iraqis would make from tourism – a
typically rosy prediction. He listens to Kanan Makiya’s poetic,
idealistic rhetoric in favor of military action. He diagrams the
political infighting among the parties involved; once the US is in
Iraq, he witnesses first-hand the myopia of the war’s progenitors
and the frustration of the troops on the ground.
The sheer scope of Packer’s work is what makes it so valuable.
Much of what is contained in The Assassins’ Gate has appeared
piecemeal in other venues, but never in such a coherent context. That
the war in Iraq will haunt history for generations to come seems
inarguable; reading this book is a vital first step toward
understanding how and why we’ve gotten to this point.
-- Chet Westerﬁeld

Edwin Hanratty’s life sucks
worse than yours. He’s taunted, spit on,
and beaten by his jock classmates. Girls
either ignore him or humiliate him. His
only friend is a kid called Flake, whose
pastimes include burning his flesh with
spray paint and receiving blowjobs from
creepy old men in vans.
Jim Shepard’s Project X shows us the
preteen world through the eyes of Edwin –
a confused, isolated, disturbed eighthgrade boy who links infamous serial killer
Richard Speck with Mahatma Gandhi and Martin
Luther King during a class discussion about innovators of the 20th century. He
gets detention for it, on the first day of school. He’s confused and a little messed
up; Edwin’s self-flagellating thoughts – “What happens when you know you’re
worse than anybody else knows you are? What happens when everything you
touch turns to shit?” – ring familiar to anyone who remembers what it’s like to
be a shy, frightened kid.
But not every ridiculed adolescent sits back and takes it. Tired of life at the
bottom of the pecking order, Flake and Edwin concoct a sadistic plan of
retribution against their classmates. It is, sadly, not an unfamiliar story, but
spending time in Edwin’s world reminds us that every school-shooting newsblip
has a human face behind it. Edwin’s alienation is genuine, and he’s so
sympathetic a character that it’s easy to rationalize the fact that he ends up in
the school assembly brandishing a Kalashnikov assault rifle, Columbine-style.
Project X asks the reader to draw their own conclusions on the topic of
moral brutality: who gets what they deserve? The question that Shepard poses
is very simple: when is brutality justifiable? How far does anyone, not just
ridiculed schoolchildren, have to be pushed before it becomes morally
acceptable for them to exact their revenge?
-- KP
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A True Story of Monstrous

Deception

slated by Linda Coverdale.

By Emmanuel Carrere. Tran
Picador, 2002.
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TheBrutality
Incident
Letters to the Editor
Letters are unedited. Anything you write or say to any Deek staff or afﬁliate may end up here.

Mr. Bocella was directly mailed a copy of the Race Incidnet in November 2005 – Ed.

– Friendly Neighbor

dear deek MaGaZIne,
I thoroughly enjoy reading your magazine every month, and to this day there has
been not one issue I didn’t like. The October issue was no exception. However, it was
the article by Ms. Alexis Ryan that got me on my last nerves. What I thought would be
an insightful and informative article turned out to be very ignorant and poorly thought
out. Just because you are not born with injustice and bigotry against you at all times is
no reason to be proud. Don’t get me wrong, I’m not accusing the author of the article of
being racist. I’ve never believed in race, creed, or color, although they are obvious as day
or night. I believe in the potential of humanity as a whole to triumph over past wrongs
and change the world for future generations. But Ms. Ryan’s general lack of foresight
and sympathy when regarding to dire issues like Amadu Diallo’s unfortunate death and
Cesar Chavez plight for his people is disgusting. Many people haved suffered to put
those $500 pumps on your feet, and it is obvious you choose not think about them.
I have more white friends than black and they don’t think like Ms. Ryan at all. We’ve
had many a laugh about racism and the mentalities that harbor racism. It comes down
to the general conclusion that everyone is entitled to anything they want, regardless of
who you are. Why? Because we are in America! Being a black male, I realized a damn
long time ago that life isn’t easy, and the only way to benefit is to make something out
of myself and to be successful, which is why I am in school getting an education instead
of selling crack or stealing cars like a degenerate, like people expect me to be doing. The
only thing I can say to Ms. Ryan is to look at the world before you spit in its face.
T. Adoki

list-request@deekmagazine.com wrote
:
> You have not been removed, I could
n’t find your name
on the list. If this wasn’t your inten
tion or you are having
problems getting yourself unsubscri
bed, reply to this mail now
(quoting it entirely (for diagnostic
purposes), and of course
adding any comments you see fit).
>
[dear deek,]
Please look again. I just looked at
the headers of the message
I received today, and it was delivered
to this address. I will be
forwarding a copy with full headers
shortly. I have no idea
WHY I am on this list, as I don’t
live in Pittsburgh and have
never been there, and have absolutely
no interest in the subject
matter your publication appears to
cover.
–Kythryne Aisling

randoM QuIpS FroM
our readerS:

-There’s a car on fire outside
my apartment. Sweet. Bloomfield
and Iraq: neck and neck.

-What beatings?

-I’m game. Nothing goes together
better than human suffering and clip art.

-That’s inspiration! I tried the
megaphone thing at my last cube job
(“Missus Farlane is a DREADFULLY
SLOW TYPIST!), but everyone stopped
talking to me. “What’s with that guy’s
megaphone?” they’d ask each other
in completely audible, hushed voices.
And I’d just laugh and laugh and
laugh until the Russians would siphon
orange nerve gas into my little cubicle
of hell, and then I’d pass out snoring,
giving away coded information in
unconscious gasps of air. “Snorrrrrrrrrrrr...
snoooooorrrrrrrrrrrr... snoooorrrrrrrrrrrrr...
snorr” — [translation: “the useless files
you’re looking for... have been flushed
down the toilet... by me, along with your
precious gummy worms... byatch!”]

I know and respect your wife. I don’t
Forgive me for taking so long to respond.
know you, but I respect what you’re doing, but
Um, my bad. I truly didn’t mean to hurt your
it’s not above criticism, nor is it above jest. We
feelings. When we planned the race issue for
did reach out to you for this story Mr. Boccella
Deek Magazine way back when, we never
and both I and the editors of Deek have the
but
sought to “trash” or attack any individuals
emails preserved to prove it. I’d be glad to sit
rather examine, fairly critique and indeed mock
down and talk with you about what you’re
(no pun intended on my last name) the way
doing, as I always have been. But that doesn’t
race is approached in America. We, or at least
mean I have to uphold it as some Bible or holy
to
I am well aware of your program that seeks
program or bulletproof Pope-mobile. I’m glad
bring the races together in harmony through
you’re doing your thing about race and you
music and I sincerely applaud your efforts.
should keep it up. We’re not stopping your
But perhaps it is that you take your work so
money, right? I’m sure our story was a bit of
terribly serious that led to you becoming part
bad p.r. for your profit venture, but whether it’s
of the punchline. My main point in that article
City Paper or Deek Magazine you should know
is that perhaps America as a whole has been
that NO institution is above or beyond criticism
taking the issue of race way too seriously and
or accountability. And Mr. Tony Norman, who’s
that’s what’s led to more clashes than anything
a friend of mine, is aware of my part in all of
else. I sought to deflate race, “racial harmony”
this and I’ve spoken with him about this. I
exercises and empty demonstrations that
wasn’t “slamming” him, though I have in the
do little to change the social implications of
past, but on this particular occasion I merely
way
colored people in this country in the same
pointed out his inconsistencies in reviewing
that Richard Pryor did or David Chappelle
our demonstrations. And that’s all these really
does. I’m not saying that is THE answer to the
are, Mr. Bocella — demonstrations, demos.
race problem, but it was the way I chose to
Your music is good — far from great — but it’s
approach it. It just so happened as we planned
good, and it’s doing good. But let’s not act like
our event and our article that we came across
you’re out taking bullets like King, X or Pac;
your press release, which told that you were
let’s not act like you’re expanding the canon of
up to a lot of the same stuff we were trying
scholarship on race or building something that
to do, namely through confronting race. The
truly empowers marginalized races; let’s not act
only difference was ours was more satirical
like you’re writing bills, laws and amendments.
and, yes, sarcastic, while yours was of course
I’m honestly disappointed in the arrogance you
more professional and astute — I’m assuming
demonstrate in your letter in believing you have
you believe. You see, where you and I agree
the pedestal of power to determine who is part
is that yes! America doesn’t really know how
of the problem, the solution and who isn’t.
to talk about race. Yes! We don’t have the
Overall, I don’t understand how you could
right language, the tools, etc. But your letter
angry when you seem to be making such
so
be
assumes that you do. That you and your Modo
good money off your demonstrations. For our
Mio Music program is the key and the answer,
part, we didn’t earn a penny for ours. But that’s
and that you do have the right language, and
not why we did it.
anyone else who chooses to look at it otherwise
What
is “part of the problem, not the solution.”
you’ve just exemplifed is the typical, please
forgive me, “white man’s” reflex when his
solutions are critiqued or dismissed, because
as we all know: only white men have always
ever had the answers to the mysteries of race,
life, society, philosophy, God, science, comedy
and so on. If you want to put yourself in the
position to be judge and jury of what is and
isn’t acceptable critique on race then that, of
course, would not be out of line with how
millions of white men have thought throughout
the history of the world. And yes I know you
have a black wife and black friends. I know
most of them.
-Here it is .. again.

Brutal

Mr. boCCella,

-With masterful concision, wit, and
generosity, Lee Gutkind again expands
the boundaries of how we view humanity.
Some people call him “The Godfather,”
but with this blog entry I think we can
re-christen him “The Miner,” because he
has struck gold. Or very, very eloquent
oil. [Metaphor tbd.] Huzzah and kudos!
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A response from Brentin Mock, Deek’s
Editor of Color:

-Please keep him away
from all children, forever.

-J.G. Boccella

dear deek MaGaZIne,

FuCked up letter
oF the Month:

dear deek:

I am writing in response to an article
by Brentin Mock in the October 2005 issue
of Deek Magazine. I only became aware of the
article by accident, while doing online research
for a workshop program.
I am a musician and workshop
facilitator, and have developed a concert/
workshop program that I have brought to
colleges, high schools, churches and other
organizations across the country. In the
program, entitled “Undercover White Man,”
I use my music as a catalyst for starting
dialogue about the issue of race in America.
My mission is to bring people together
through music.
One of the premises of my program
is that America doesn’t really know how
to talk about race. We don’t have the right
language. We don’t have the right tools to
negotiate the giant, weighted legacy of our
shared past. We get stuck between political
correctness and divisive talk-radio rants.
How do we have a truly productive
conversation, one that could yield new
insights and, most of all CHANGE? This
question is at the heart of what I endeavor to
do with my programs and much of my music.
You can imagine why I was greatly
dismayed when I discovered the article
written by Mr. Mock. For some reason
Mr. Mock felt compelled to include me
(and mock me) in his article about a hoax
“demonstration” he and his cohorts staged in
downtown Pittsburgh.
What a shame that I would get trashed
by someone who did not even bother to take
the time to find out what I actually do. Mr.
Mock, why don’t you sit down with me so
we can talk about some solutions? I actually
agree with many of your points but I want to
know what you are doing that is POSITIVE,
not sarcastic and negative.
You also managed to slam Tony
Norman at the same time. It’s a shame
because Tony is the kind of journalist who
writes with the courage of his convictions,
and then gets grief from white people AND
black people whenever he talks about race.
How ironic and disappointing that you
would blithely put me in some derogatory
category based on my race and not on the
“content of my character.” When you do
that, Mr. Mock, you are part of the problem,
NOT part of the solution.

dear deek:

While rifling through my mother’s
drawers the other day, I came across a
tremendously disturbing photo.
I was ‘attached’, I guess the word would be,
to a Chinese gentlemen, a fellow about the same
height, same weight, but, nonetheless, attached.
In this not very clear black and white,
somewhat damaged picture, at the side of the
stomach, the midriff, my better (worse?) was
enjoying a conversation, glass in hand at some
sort of mixer, or scholarly gathering it looked
like, maybe I was reading too much into it,
but, he was seemingly unaware of my needs, of
just how uncomfortable I was. I also appeared
to be wearing a mammoth sombrero.
I couldn’t have been more than say, 9 or 10.
When confronted with this, my mother
wrote it off saying it was one of those silly
pictures that was taken at a theme park on one
of our summer vacations, the kind you pay
a couple quarters for, where two people put
their heads in behind this big cardboard cut
out, and on the front, the photographer takes
a picture, showing you to be, appearing from
the photo taken, that you’re either married or
astronauts or cowboys on horses or whatever
the harmless prank is that one has so chosen.
Long story short, I didn’t
believe my mother, the liar.
Just what had happened?
Why would she cover it up?
What else had she lied about?
She was so clearly caught.
“How much have you had
to drink now, Timothy?”
She knew I knew.
Changing the subject to my addictions
wasn’t going to get her out of this one.
I could see a few beads of sweat
jump off her forehead onto her sweater.
This opened up a complex defensiveness
that I couldn’t even begin to chart out here.
While I let my mind drift away and
imagine what life was like with Ching Woo,
(I gave him a name) she came up with
multiple excuses I wrote off as falsities.
Why had this fairly large part
of my childhood been omitted?
How funny we would have
looked at company picnics taking
part in The Potato Sack Races.
Does DEEK have someone on staff that
deals in digital Family Trees or even better,
a doctor whose specialty is twins and the
separating of such a pair, if a procedure of
such a magnitude is at all even possible.
I have no other evidence, besides a
pretty small scar that can’t be spoken for.
I have always felt weirdly lopsided,
emotionally and otherwise.
Mind you, the pair we were, if this
was in fact the case, made not for an
entirely appealing buddy system.
My ‘brother’, from the not so hot picture I
had to go on, looked as though he had another
chaps’ ass stapled to his face, which couldn’t
have helped his self esteem, I can only imagine,
not to mention my own alarming curvature
of a distorted perplexive sense of self.
This would be the answer to just why
I had felt deeply deranged and incomplete
for what’ll be, oh, about 30 years now.
Maybe this is one of the reasons in life why
I have felt so alone, isolated, always feeling as if
I was missing something. (I had no idea why it
was in the form of a human Chinese counterpart
growing off the side of me, but the lord works,
plays and does wildly complicated medical stuff
and then lies about it, in mysterious creepy ways.
Please let me know in your next
issue of the magazine I so greatly enjoy
and look towards for advice.
I’ve simply got to know!!!
Most Sincerely,
Timber Masterson, “The Recently Found
Out Identity Crisis Guy” or “That Guy who
is Completely Dying to find out if he has
a Missing Chinese Brother, thus a mother
that covers up the most bizarre things.”

Howsabout a little earlier — I’m an old man and
ten p.m. is WAY past my bedtime. Besides, my wife would
kill me if she found out I was out so late. She remembers,
after all, what happened last time I got drunk in Oakland
(I married her). How about 8. Does 8 work? Wait...
Actually, now that I think about it, 8 doesn’t work for
me. And I’m not married. How’s 10? Does 10 work?
-Bryan The TV Guy

dear deek:
Read This, You Asshole: I am an averagelooking white female college student who may or may
not A.) smoke copious amounts of weed and B.) want
to become a man. In short, I am just like every other
white female college student currently alive. Except that
I want to work for your publication. Because I am both
a writer AND an artist I am going to spam you and your
art department continuously until I get some sort of
response, so you motherfuckers had better contact me
unless you want one million messages like this per day.
Thanks, and have a lovely, positive, uplifting day.
– Kristi Wagner

dear deek:
While each word excised from the middle
was like a tiny piece of my soul set aflame,
it feels good to have finally managed to
squeeze myself into the magazine. Thanks.
In the words of the wise Mr. McInnes
from the letter three inches starboard
of my own: give me a column. =)
-Mike

deek,
would it have your blessing if
I listed Deek Magazine as a place
of employment? (contributing
writer, intern to be specific).
I’m trying to work at
whole foods as a second job
so i can afford a dentist.
-K. Ashton Read

dear deek:
what up, nigga!!!
was that not p.c.? anywho.
the doublebook is coming out
mid-december. can we do anything to
promote it? fashion spread, interview,
excerpt, whateva................
i’m flex. let me know. i can get
a pdf file of it to you this week.
what’s next issue’s theme?
-boice-Terrel Allen

deek,
Anyway, I’ll be home in a few
weeks. Is Deek still around? What’s going
on this month? I’ve got a couple days here
between notes, I could write something.
-Greg Benevent

dear deek:
What’s goin’ on?
So I’ve returned to the working
world, where I’m wearing a pinpoint
oxford in a cubicle among
the Children of the Corn
— no shit, I work out
in a cornfield with some
whiiiiiiiiite people.
I really miss not
working already. How
is it going for you?
-Greg Presto
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